









Spring Weekend Positions Clarified
by Mark Henrickson
Various conflicting proposals
have been presented concerning
the activities of Spring Weekend
(April 25-27). In order to clear up
the confusion which exists about
Spring Weekend, the Tripod spoke
with representatives of each major
opinion.
According to Peter Mindnich,
chairperson of MBOG, the
proposal that MBOG will present
on Wednesday includes the
following:
Friday night:
6:30p.m."Small cocktail party in
Wean Lounge open to the College.
Minimal liquor will be served.
8:30 p.m. Dance in the
Washington Room with 8 kegs of
beer and band (approx. $400).
Saturday: balloonist, gas engine
airplane demonstration, per-
formances by small groups
drawing primarily from Trinity
talent for a Quad talent show.
Mindnich noted that the idea for a
major band has been dropped,
although plans for a barbeque with
8 kegs of beer has been retained.
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"And the road goes ever on and o n . . . "
Sporting events will be held
throughout the day, and an all-day
beer stand will be open.
Saturday night: a concert out-
side on the Quad ($2,000), The total
beer consumption for the weekend
will end this night bringing the
total for the weekend to 24 kegs.
This, Mindnich noted, was down
from the 50 kegs originally plan-
ned. ($600)
Sunday: Bluegrass music for a
square dance on the Quad by the
Trinity Folk Society. Also that day
is planned a marathon ; softball
game for world food relief. .Mind-
nich explained that the Bloody
Mary idea has been dropped.
Mindnich noted that the funding
for the weekend will come from the
SAC contingency fund ($4600),
returns from the Donald Byrd
Concert ($600), fraternities ($300)
and the Trinity Folk Society ($200).
The total for the weekend,
therefore, is projected to be $5100
by Mindnich, although Norman
Luxembourg, concert chairman
for MBOG includes an additional
$900 from MBOG funds. Mindnich
said that MBOG wants to sponsor
the weekend from, "a unity
standpoint-a lot of people get a
little at. Trinity, but there is no
substantial event for every one to
look forward to."
A grass roots movement,
spearheaded by Jill Englund, '76,
has prepared and distributed a
petition for the modification of the
original weekend proposal. She
noted that approximately 375
signatures had been collected over
a span of 4 meals at Mather Hail.
Englund stated that the reasons
she had received for demanding
the modification included the fact
that Spring Weekend apparently
represents one segment of interest
in the College, that it represents
the consistent form of en-
tertainment, and that the Weekend
is morally unjustifiable. Asked
Englund, "What statement does
this make about the interests and
concerns of the students of the
Trinity campus?" She continued,
"MHBOG is not representing the
things we want."
Englund noted that the major
student complaint was about the
amount of money spent, especially
for alcohol, for the weekend.
Counterproposals presented to
the informal organization include:
Friday night-a square dance on
the Quad, with music by the Trinity
Folk Society. Englund noted that
not only would this save money and'
present variety, but also faculty
expressed interest in such an
activity.
Hearing
The SAC (Student Activities
Committee) will hold a public
hearing to discuss the Spring
Weekend Wednesday, March
19, 7:00 p.m. in the
Washington Room.
Speakers both for and




show, which she feels would also
save money. This activity was
successful last year. Since students
apparently want a barbeque,
Englund proposes a concurrent
Carillon concert.
She emphasized that the
proposals are only a summary of
individual comments by signers of
the petition, but they do not
represent a general consensus.
Rick Hornung, speaking for the
Trinity • Hunger Action Project
(THAP) feels that the "underlying
assumption is that MBOG can buy
people a good time." He noted that
the original proposal included
plans for $1,300 worth of grain base
alcohol. The $2,000 proposed for a
band on Saturday night, "and a
band that isn't even of quality,"
Hornung feels could go for first
rate movies, lectures, etc. "The
school as a formal institution
should not spend money for self
indulgent activities," he stated.
The THAP proposal is that
Spring Weekend should be strictly
BYO. "Students can afford to get
wasted on their own." Hornung
noted that the MBOG allocation of
beer is based on three 8 oz. glasses
per person. He agreed with the
grass roots proposal in that Spring
Weekend should further campus
musicians who are cheaper and
promote good will."
Monday, March 10, THAP went
before MBOG to ask that the
alterations be made in the Spring
Weekend proposal:
(1) That $600 be cut from the
alcohol budget
(2) That people have a meatless
lunch on the Quad
(3) That the money
(3) That the money saved go to
the American Friends Service
Committee.
THAP was told by MBOG that a
referendum would be necessary
before any changes could be ef-
fected. Larry Golden, chairperson
of the SAC noted that monies have
been "conditionally allocated":
the general idea has been ap-
proved.
The synthesis of all points of
view will he attempted at the
• special SAC meeting Wednesday
night, March 19, at 7:00 p.m. in the
Washington Room.
Bockstoce
On Sunday, March 16, Clifton
McCausland. Bockstoce, Vice-
Presjdentfor Financial Affairs and
Treasurer of Trinity College, died
of natural causes.
Migciro
Pat Migaro, a member of
the Trinity security force, died
while on duty Sunday, March
16", of a heart attack.
by Maureen Healy
Due to a lack of communication,
Trinity Hunger Action Project
(THAP) realized only a few days
ago that $25 of its budget request
"ad been approved, according to
Kick Hornung, 'a THAP
representative.
THAP was under the impression
that their budget request was
totally rejected when, in fact, the
Budget Committee allocated to
'hem the $25 which they had
requested for operating expenses.
The budget request made in
December did not include any
expenditures for educational
seminars or lectures. TIIAP
Presented vague ideas about
getting speakers to the Budget
Committee but nothing was for-
malized and no money was
requested for such purpose.
After Chirstmas vacation, THAP
"id not propose any concrete plans
tor guest speakers because it was
under the mistaken impression
uiat its entire budget proposal had
oeen rejected. TIIAP therefore felt
11 was unlikely that any additional
•equest would be approved.
THAP can now submit a request
t0 the Budget Committee for
monies from the contingency fund.
T '
h ° first week in December
'"AP, represented by Rick
Hornug, '77, went before the
student Activities Committee
li>AC) with a constitution and a
THAP Realizes Budget Allocation
budget request. Because THAP
wanted some of this money very
quickly for a pre-Christmas
mailing and therefore did not have
time to wait for a constitution to be
approved, the SAC made THAP an
"ad hoc" group. This gave THAP
permission to appear before the
Budget Committee and request an
allocation from the contingency
fund.
The budget proposal itself has
never been presented before the
SAC. According to (SAC) member
Jim Essey, '78, "The SAC has no
opinion on the matter; we've not
been approached." Essey said that
(.he SAC would be interested in
hearing a THAP proposal if the
need should arise.
The third week in December,
Mac Margolis, '77, of THAP
brought a budget request which
totaled $735 before the Budget
Committee. Of this, $25 was to go
towards operating expenses, $210
was for postage and materials for
an all-College mailing and $500 was
earmarked for an outright
donation.
The donation was immediately
rejected because the Budget
Committee operates under written
policy which prohibits the use of
Student Activity Committee funds
for contributions to outside
organizations. As Robin Landy,
75, a Budget Committee member
stated, "There is no way that we,
as an elected group, can decide to
lake student money (and put it
towards a donation) on behalf of
students when we don't know if it's
the will of the student body or even
a majority of the student body."
THAP proposed a mailing to the
home of every Trinity student to
remind families of the plight of the
world's hungry and to encourage
donations to appropriate
organizations. THAP felt that
Christmastime would be a par-
ticularly pertinent time to
remember the needy. A notice in
student mailboxes would have
been forgotten in the pre-
Christmas rush, THAP felt. It
therefore requested $160 for
postage and $50 for materials for
an all-school mailing.
The Budget Committee denied
this request. The Committee felt
the mailing wold have been
"ineffective," according to
chairman Eric Wright, '76. Landy
said that the mailing was viewed
as, "not worth money from the
Student Activities Fee."
Landy pointed out that the
Budget Committee scrutinizes
requests for monies from the
contingency fund especially
carefully. This $6,000 fund is a
cushion between healthy financial
status and bankruptcy.
The Budget Committee
suggested that THAP instead
submit an article to the Trinity
Reporter. THAP said that it was
too late for this. The committee
also suggested that THAP see if the
college was mailing anything to
students' homes so THAP could
make an enclosure. THAP checked
this out and found that no such
mailing was being made.
Although THAP has not used any
of its $25 operating expense
allocation from the contingency
fund, last semester THAP did
receive a minimal amount of funds
to cover publicity costs from the
"small discretionary fund" of the
Office of the Dean of Students.
Dean Spencer feels that THAP is an
"important kind of activity and one
which I would like to encorage."
THAP has been granted as much
as $50 for this semester from this
discretionary fund. THAP plans to
use this to cover transportation
costs for speakers who are coming
to the college to talk (for free) with
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Seminars, Discussions
THAP Begins Four Day Symposium
by Jeanine Figur
The Trinity Hunger Action
Project (THAP) began its four day
program of seminars and
discussions on the hunger crisis
yesterday.
TKAP's purpose is to promote
interest in the food shortage and to
educate the Trinity community as
individuals and as an institution in
order to come to a viable solution
to eliminate this problem.
Mac Margolis, '77, a member of
THAP, said, "THAP hopes these
seminars will aid in bringing about
a plan of action which would in-
volve the Trinity community as a
whole, and to promote action on the
part of each individual."
Today at 2:30, Professor Mike
Marlies of the Philosophy
Department will talk about the
possibilities of using seafood as an
answer to the food problem.
At 4:00 today, Professor Larry
Fader (religion) and Bill Puka
(philosphy) will conduct a
discussion on the "Individual's
Responsibility Towards the
Hunger Crisis."
And at 7:30, Dean Mohammed
Jibrell will speak about the hunger
crisis in the Sahel area of Africa.
On Wed., March 19, at 11:30, Mr.
Pietro of the Catholic Relief Ser-
vices will lecture.
Rick Hornung, '77, will speak on
student action in relation to foreign
affairs at 2:30 on Wednesday.
At 4:00, Professor Steele
(history) will speak on Africa and
its problems of development.
At 7:30, a representative from
CROP, a charity organization, will
conduct a lecture on voluntary food
assistance.
Thurs. March 20 at 2:30, John
Bach, a member of the Hartford
community and an anti-war ac-
tivist, will talk about the
"possibilities of Civil
Disobedience."
An all college meeting will be
held in Wean Lounge at 7:30 on
Wednesday. The purpose of this
gathering is to formulate plans of
action to combat the food crisis.
THAP invites the entire college
community to participate in the
seminars and discussions.
Margolis said THAP's basic
premise and motivating force is
that food is a human right. He
added, "There should be no
political considerations connected
with food aid, but that it is mainly
the problem,"
The United States and the-United
Nations are both employing
solutions to battle the food shor-
tage problem, but Margolis said,
"The U.S.'s action is inadequate,
and we are in opposition to their
program, Food for Peace, which
sends food to various un-
derdeveloped nations. The motives
are purely political. For example,
the U.S. sends food aid to South
Viet Nam, and it was recently
reported that the Food for Peace
money was being used • to build
tiger cages."
According to Margolis, the
U.N.'s only solution to counteract
the food shortage is through
population control. He said,
"Large countries, like the big
powers, with their low birth rates,
demand underdeveloped nations to
cut their populations."
Margolis said when this was
discussed at a recent U.N.
meeting, Arab and other un-
derdeveloped nation's diplomats
laughed at the idea of population
control, because they feel that the
food shortage is due to inequitable
food distribution.
The U.S. Food arid Agriculture
Administration recently made a
statement that the only viable
solution to the food crisis was a
complete long term economic
reconstruction.
Margolis and the other nine
members of THAP would like to
see more involvement from the
Trinity community in the cam-
paign against hunger.
"Presently, there are over 200
students who skip a meal per week,
but THAP wants to emphaize that
the money from the fast cart in no
way solve the problem of saving
500,000,000 people from starvation,
and ultimately, death."
THAP feels the only rendering to
the food crisis is through both an
economic and-social restructuring.
Margolis said the fast is a device to
make people realize the im-
portance and severity of this
dilemma.
"Americans are gross over
consumers, and this is due to our
capitalistic society which drives us
to a maximization of gains and
therefore each individual becomes
an accomplice," said Margolis.
He feels that the current stan-
dard of corruption in America can
be reduced. He added, "Many
things that Americans consider
needs are really luxuries."
THAP's future plans are in-
definite until it analyzes the suc-
cessfulness of the seminars and
discussions to be held this week
Students Seek
Nuclear Legislation
' A gToup ol Trinity College
students is seeking the en-
dorsement of legislation protecting
Connecticut residents from the
dangers of nuclear power. The
Trinity students have prepared a
statement supporting the
proposals of the Connecticut
Citizen Action Group (CCAG). The
CCAG has presented three bills to
the legislature which will provide
for the protection of Connecticut
residents from nuclear power
dangers. The bills call for (1) the
creation of a temporary Nuclear
Power EvaluationCommittee, (2)
the guarantee of public security
during operation of nuclear power
plants, and (3) the requirement
that operators of commercial
nuclear power stations
disseminate information to the
public on procedures to be followed
in the event of a radiation accident.
The proposals of CCAG will be
presented at hearings at the State
Capitol on Tuesday, March 18
beginning at 4:00 p.m. and con-
tinuing that evening. All those
interested in seeing a copy of the
statement may call Bill Nygren at
246-4898.
The statement refers to sub-
stantial questins that have been
raised by scientific authorities on
the actual and potential adverse




March 13, the Economics
department of Trinity College
presented a lecture by Dr.
Anthony Downs, a well known
economist and author of many
books. Downs spoke in Life
Sciences Auditorium to an
audience of faculty, students
and Hartford Community
citizens interested in his topic:
Land Use Planning.
His talk was mostly
questions and statements of
problems concerning the
proper control of land use in
urban, suburban and rural
areas. He discussed
population effects, motives of
different classes of people,
income distribution, housing
stock in urban areas; giving
no answers but a very in-
teresting speech to economists
and laymen.
Downs is presently doing
research in the Hartford area.
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Hi I lei Launches Campaign Drive
by Wenda Harris
Last Monday Hillel, in
cooperation with the Hartford
Federation, began a campaign to
solicit donations for the United
Jewish Appeal—Israel Emergency
Fund (UJA—IEF).
Chip Rome, a member of Hillel,
explained that two approaches for
collecting funds have been made.
First, a letter explaining the
campaign was sent to each of the
300 members on Hillel's mailing
list. A return envelope for sending
donations was included, Rome
said.
The second approach for
collecting funds is a poster sale.
The sale will be held in Wean
Lounge, March 19—21, and all
proceeds will go to UJA—IEF.
Hillel is also distributing buttons
with the slogans "We are oNe" and
"Zocher (Remember)".
Rome said that students wishing
to make contributions, may make
checks payable to UJA—IEF, or if
a student wishes to have his/her
money donated to a specific
segment of UJA—IEF, checks can
be made payable to IEF.
If a check is earmarked IEF,
Rome explained, the donation will
go tolsrael to support housing and
education for new immigrants, to
build schools and hospitals, and to
all programs deniod money
because of the war effort.
A check made payable to
UJA—IEF will be divied up for a
number of uses by the Hartford
Federation, Rome said. More than
half of the Hartford Federation's
money goes overseas to ease
immigration costs, he explained,
and the remainder is used to
support Hartford area community
projects such as helping the Jewish
elderly and youth activities, and
for Hillel programs on campus.
According to Rome, "Hillel
provides programming of Jewish
concern and creates a social
awareness of Jewish issues on
campus." He said Hillel sponsors a
wide range of activities such as
movies, Friday night dinners, and
a Hebrew table in the Cave.
Response to th.e campaign has
been good, Rome said, and many
people on Hillel's mailing list who
have not been directly involved in
the organization's activities have
made campaign contributions.
Garston Appealing Reappointment Decision
by Wenda Harris
Neil H. Garston, assistant
professor of economics, is
currently appealing the original
decision by the economics
department regarding his reap-
pointment and tenure.
Garston has been teaching at
Trinity for (he past six years. The
college follows the rules of the
American Association of
University Professors (AAUP),
and according to those rules, the
sixth year of teaching makes
reappointmenl a tenure decision.
The economics, department
informed Garston of its decision
more than cwo years ago. After he
asked the department to recon-
sider last May, he was again
refused tenure.
Garston said he was told he did
not have the right to appeal to the
Committee on Appointments and
Promotions. However, he said,
after speaking with a number of
people and reading about the
procedures of reappointment and
tenure, he decided he did have the
right.
Three weeks ago Garston ap-
pealed to the Committee on Ap-
pointments and Promotions. The
answer, he said, was that without a
favorable opinion from tenured
members of the economics faculty,
the committee saw no reason to
reopen his case.
Garston explained that he had
taken yet ont- further step by
showing the evidence of his case to
the Academic Freedom Committee
(AFC). The AFC is composed of
faculty members who judge
whether or not the procedures
followed in a case of reap-
pointment and tenure are fair. At
this point Garston said he has not
heard from the AFC.
The, economics department has
recently hired three new teachers
to fill vacancies in the department.
When asked to consider the new
appointments in light of his own
situation, Garston said, "Being
able to afford keeping me is a
matter of priority. If the depart-
ment thought it important enough,
it could bend its budget."
Garston said he can not
prejudice his own case by leading
students in a campaign on his
behalf, although he said he has
seen that in spite of rules and
regulations, if Trinity students
overwhelmingly support a cause,
some kinds of compromises can be
made. In his case such an-effort on
the part of students could be
possible depending upon the
amount of support and the
flexibility of the economics
department, he said.
Admitting that the odds are
against his favor, Garston said he
has applied for teaching positions
at a number of schools throughout
the country. At Trinity Garston has
taught macroeconomic theory, in-
ternational economics, economic
development, and various other
courses. He said he hopes a new
opportunity will allow him to teach
Marxist economic theory and
socialism, as well as the course he
now teaches.
Garston said his feelings abou
the college's decision are not
bitter, but he would have been
happier if the decision had been in
his favor.
In a letter to the editor in the
March 4th Tripod, Garston stated:
"It is my belief that Marxist
economics offers a way of viewing
the workings of human societies
from a broad perspective, in-
tegrating economics, politics,
history, and sociolgy. To me this is
not only a good way to begin me
study of economics but it is also a
point of view that should not be lost
at Trinity. This is what I have triea
to offer to our community and wnai
I would like to continue to otici
here."
Commentary
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Choosing Among the Qualified
by Wenda Harris
"None of us likes to make value
judgements," said Elinor Tilles,
dean for college residences, and
that was the exact feeling with
which I entered the Faculty Club
on March 11 for the Resident
Assistant Selection Committee.
After six and a half hours of con-
sultation, I felt the same way going
out as I had going in, but with a
valuable learning experience
behind me.
This year's candidates for an RA
position numbered 90, out of which
we chose 34. To tell you how dif-
ficult a decision we had to make, I
use the words of Elle.n
Mulqueen, dean of student ser-
vices: "This year we've had to turn
down better people than some
people we've accepted in past
years," J, Ronald Spencer, dean of
students, said, "We dealt with as
high a quality pool as we've ever
had."
The RA Selection Committee
was composed of Tilles, Mulqueen,
Spencer, Mohamed Jibrell,
assistant dean of students, M.
David Lee, associate dean for
student services, and RA's who are
either, graduating or not re-
applying. Spencer said the
selection committee had more
members than in past years, and
this allowed for more diversity in
viewpoint.
I had never before served on a
committee where I had to pick and
choose among so many qualified
candidates, and I'm sure other
members of the committee share
my feelings. In fact we felt
strongly about so many people that.
we chose 34 RA's instead of the
usual *33 and chose more alternates
than in past years.
Each member of the committee
looked over the candidates' ap-
plications and recommendations;
we reviewed each applicant in-
dividually. Every candidate had an
interview with Tilles arid one other
dean, as well as a group interview
with RA's. We were fortunate that
most o£ us knew enough about trie
candidates to make valid com-
ments, but nonetheless, making
judgements was very difficult. We
discussed the pro's and con's of
each individual, making a con-
scious effort not to bring out
specific negative incidences.
Tillies commented, "We tried
not to play lightly with people. We
tried to keep faith and respect the
sincerity of the candidates' ap-
plications." She added that
bringing in too many details,
especially negative details can be a
"potentially explosive situation." I
think we successfully avoided that
problem.
Because there were at least
fifteen of us on the committee
there were several eases where
opinions conflicted, although in no
way was it a situation of the deans
vs. the RA's. It is my feeling that
the deans did not push strongly for
or against any applicant, but
served in an advisory capacity to
the RA's, who took the lead in the
discussion.
Frankly, I was surprised at how
smoothly the selection process
went- smoothly not in the sense of
easily, but how fairly each
member dealt with an individual. I
had expected that some RA's
would push for friends without
seriously considering their
potential ability as an RA, and I
was relieved to see how objective
the RA's were. We all had friends
we would have liked to see become
an RA, but we recognized the
importance of choosing the right
kinds- and I say kinds because we
chose a diversified group- of
people for the job.
Our most difficult decisions were
in those cases where we felt the
applicant was well qualified to be
an RA, but had so many other
committments that he or she did
not seem to have the necessary
amount of time an RA should
devote to the job. In other eases we
felt that someone was qualified,
but could do more for the Trinity
$ to Southeast Asia?
comrounity in another capacity.
I think every candidate should be
aware that we dealt as objectively
as possible with each individual,
and that our decisions were the
result of careful and thoughtful
consideration. It is difficult to try
to comfort those who were not
selected, but in many instances we
felt another year of exposure to a
college situation would make them
excellent candidates for next
year's committee to consider.
Although I still feel somewhat
unqualified to make value
judgements of this nature, the
decisions made were made by
fifteen people and are not a result
of the prejudices of one or two
people. Again, I stress the ob-
jectivity and fairness of the,
committee. .
To those who were chosen, the
committee offers its
congratulations, and to those who
were not selected, we thank you for
your interest in the program and
sincerely hope you will apply again.
The following is a list of those
people chosen for 1975-76 Resident
Assistants;
Kent Allen, Mara Bentman,
Cionna Buckley, Toby Cham-
berlain, John Clifford, Martha
Cohen, James Cowdery, Jonathan
Doolittle, Elaine Feldman, Blair
Fishbum, Stephen Garner.
Howard Garrel, Susan Grey,
John Griglun, Greg Hagan,
Christopher Hanna, Claudia
-Leslie, Gregg Loubier, Linda
Mallon, Jim Marsh, Roxanne
McKee, Mark Moore, Pamela
Morton.
Debbie Scott, Virginia Sanchez,
David Scharff, Andrea Silver, Ben
Thompson, Jeanne Wilson,
Jeanette Witter.
HRAD RA: Rich Hotez, Arlene
Kanter, Paul Sachs, Barbara
Sobotka.
Mayor Hears Aid Comments
by Forrest Schofield
A Mayor's hearing on the issue of
proposed military aid to Southeast
Asia was held at City Hall last
Friday, following a similar
meeting held a week before.
Thirteen people attended the
meeting, although according to
Mayor George Athanson, more
people had been invited. Persons
present were either Trinity
students or associated with the
Students for Progressive Social
Change (SPSC).
A petition calling for a stop to
military involvement in Southeast
Asia was presented by the SPSC. It
had been signed by approximately
680 people, and it is the only con-
crete action that has been taken by
the organization. It was decided
upon at a meeting of the SPSC as
the most productive action that can
take place at the present time. The
petition was circulated by mem-
bers of the SPSC to members of the
Trinity and Hartford community.
Other possibilities dicussed by
the SPSC are a phone tax
resistance and a student strike.
Jon Bach, who attended the
SPSC's meeting in Wean Lounge,
suggested both courses of action.
Resistance to paying the federal
phone tax, which helps fund
American war efforts abroad, was
-supported by many at the meeting.
Definite steps were not yet decided
upon.
The idea of a student strike
during the Senate vote on military
aid issue was talked about. All
students were not in agreement
with the idea, and no date has been
set to vote on the idea of a strike.
The possibilities for a strike will be
discussed at an upcoming meeting
in Wean' Lounge Sunday at 8:00
p.m.
Mayor Athanson was presented
with the student ideas at the
Friday hearing. After Athanson
had signed the students' petition,
Bach requested the Mayor to en-
dorse both the phone tax and the
proposal for a strike. Bach said the
Mayor had done a lot on the
Southeast Asia issue, but there was
a real chance to do even more
Bath, Deby Daniell, and other
Trinity- students asked the Mayor
to go on record as supporting the
tax resistance and the strike.
Athanson refused to make a
committment on the issues,
claiming his involvement could be
misconstrued. Athanson said it
could be interpreted that he was
initiating the actions, and this
would not be what he wants. He
suggested that Bach and the
students gather all the facts and
"systematize" everything.
Athanson will take evidence that
was gathered in the two hearings
and present it at the City Hall
Council meeting on March 24.
News Commentator to Speak
HARTFORD, Conn. - Dr
George F. Will,.one of the nation's
leading news commentators, will
be the guest speaker.at Trinity
College's 22nd annual Business,
Industry and Government Dinner,
which will be held on March 25 in
the Mather Campus Center at the
College. About 250 community
leaders have been invited to at-
tend.
Will graduated from Trinity in
1962. His advanced study was at
Oxford University in England and
at Princeton . University, which
awarded him both a master's
degree and a doctorate. Before
becoming a journalist, he taught at
Michigan State University and at
the University of Toronto.
He is currently Washington
editor of The National Review and
his thought-provoking, syndicated
column for the Washington Post
Writers Group appears in
newspapers across the country,
including The Hartford Times. He
is also a commentator for the Post
Newsweek radio and television
stations, and locally on WFSB-TV,
Channel 3.
Commentary
'Green Revolution' Needed on Campus
Why are people hungry? Because they don't have any
food. How do people get food? Not by sitting around and
intellectualizing at seminars and colloquims about hunger.
Seminars and colloquims feed nothing but the egos of the
speakers and all the farsightedpseudo-liberals who listen to
them.
Positive action is needed, both on the part of Trinity
students and the administration, who tfell us how horrible it
is to go to bed hungry, yet snuggle up in their bed with an
ABC pizza.
, What we propose to Trinity students and administration
is a "green revolution" on campus. This school has the
availability of land, labor and capital that could be used to
grow food and feed the hungry right in its own backyard.
While we listen to lectures, some elderly woman on Main
street is forced to eat catfood. While policies of action are
debated, some child in the North End is forced to attend
school without any breakfast. While ideas are bantered
about in discussion groups, some elderly man in the South
ana must rummage through the day old specials in hopes of
tinding something he can afford to eat. This idea of a ' 'green
revolution" on the campus will test the sincerity of those
concerned as well as demonstrate to the community that
innity can help with the city's problems.
The first objective is to cultivate the available land at
Trinity. This can be done with the available equipment that
Buildings and Grounds utilize during the year. Next comes
the problem of laibor. This would be provided by students,
faculty and administrators. This program would begin in
early Spring and last till the Fall. Students would be
allowed to sleep in the dorms and food would be provided by
tne school's cafeteria. The needed tools and agricultural
seed or fertilizer may be obtained "through two ways.
*irst, all groups on campus concerned with the hunger
Problem would donate a portion of their budget for this
cause. Second: different groups or companies in the area
would m o s t l i k e l y c o n t r i b u t e v a r j 0 U S needed items in
neipmg this project. Various technical advice can be ob-
* e Univ«rsity of Connecticut and its school of
This represents a realistic and concrete effort to help
solve the hunger problem. The main problem in this idea is
the use of the land and getting the needed labor from
students and administrators. If the hunger problem is of
such great concern to the school then it should b$ wiping to
offer its most valuable resource. If students are that con-
cerned with the hunger problem then they should offer their
most valuable resource: The amount of concern from both
the school and the students will show up in the amount of
land and labor offered to start this project. Once obtaining
these basic resources, the other items such as tools, seed,
fertilizer and money can be solved. Without land and labor
these other items are nothing.
We strongly urge the students and administration to
consider this realistic approach to the hunger problem.
Those people who are skeptics or doubtful, remember what
your doubt and hesitation may cause to those people who
are hungry today. This program can work if people stop and
consider the problem facing the community as well as the
world. To sit back and declare this plan as a dream or
unrealistic is to defeat it before any attempt has been made
in trying to get it going. This school has a choice of
demonstrating its sincerity aridconcern to the hungry in the
community or to attend more meetings,, speeches and
debates that only fill the guilt feelings of well fed people
while the hungry must await the outcome of all this talk, To
put it more bluntly, PUT UP or SHUT UP.
, MichaelF.McGrath'75
•John A. Connelly'75
By this time you're either laughing at the proposal or
claiming the authors are nuts. This idea is no more
ridiculous than listening to a lecture about hunger and
feeling you're helping solve the problem. People can't eat
speeches, people don't survive day to day on liberal ideas.
They need food and they need it now. Students can help this
problem by giving up their summer to produce food that
can be distributed to the needy people in the area. This
wouldn't require the whole student body or administration
to work, merely a small group of dedicated people who feel
the hunger problem can be and must be solved now.
THAP Speaks
In January 1973, the US Gov't
signed the Paris Peace
Agreement, In fiscal year-1975,
over $2 billion went to Indovhina in
foreign assistance; more than half
was directly spent on the war ef-
fort. The Ford administration has
proposed an additional $522 million
in emergency military aid for
South Vietnam and Cambodia. We
find any assistance to Indochina
totally unaccepable.
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Black Week
Rev. Ben Chavis
Minister Speaks on Racism, Political Oppression
by Brian Crockett
A young Black minister who has
actively protested against racial
discrimination and repression for
11 of his 26 years, spoke to a group
of about 10Q students last Wed-
nesday afternoon in McCook
auditorium.
Rev. Ben Chavis, a member of
the Washington chapter of the
United Church of Christ's com-
mission on racial justice spoke to
the mixed audience on the plight of
the Wilmington 10, a group of
North Carolina blacks accused of
burning a grocery and conspiring
to attack firemen and policemen
who came to the scene, and
political repression in general,
especially in North Carolina.
Chavis, who was born in Oxford,
N.C., is also a central member of
the Wilmington 10.
, Chavis, eight Black teenagers,
and a white mother of two face a
total of 282 years in prison for their
alleged involvement in the grocery
store incident. Chavis alone faces
34 years. The case is currently
being appealed to the North
Carolina Supreme Court.
Throughout his speech, Chavis
insisted on the political im-
plications of the ^Wilmington 10
case and other cases.
"In 1968, Nixon and others in
. povyer decided that there would be
"no- national movement against
repression," Chavis charged. In
his possession, he claimed, were
documents supporting his claim
which had been subpoened from
the Justice Department.
"Repression has not stopped and
will not slop until fundamental
questions are raised and the
present administration is ousted,"
Chavis felt. He added that several
key members of North Carolina's
judiciary system involved in cases
such as the Wilmington 10 have
since been promoted to higher
positions.
Action is underway "right here
in Connecticut" to protest racism
and political oppression, he said,
mentioning in particular the
Connecticut Alliance against
Racism located in Hartford.
WILMINGTON 10 CASE
Chavis said that the situation
pressure from local whites, he
said, after shots were fired at the
church during a meeting one
evening, Chavis and 1500 others'
went to City Hall to ask that a
curfew be imposed, but the Chief of
community had already evacuated.
"It was very embarassing when
the people in the church were
asked to come out and there was
nobody there," Chavis com-
mented. He added that the Black
grew out of an incident on Jan. 15,
1971, when Black students in
Wilmington, N.C. attempting to
hold a memorial service in memory
of Martin Luther King were at-
tacked by whites. One 17-year-old
was hit with a chair and suffered a
brain concussion. When she
reported this to her school prin-
cipal, Chavis continued, she was
expelled.
"A student, struggle rapidly
became a community struggle,"
Chavis explained." The United
Church of Christ opened its doors '
to help,''. he continued. "We tried to
go through established channels
such as the school board, but to no
avail,"' : -" . "• .
The church and the black
community soon came undeK
Police "skirted the issue" ac-
cording to Chavis, and told the
group to stop meeting in the
church^
The next night, Chavis said, a
student was shot.
"We blocked the street to keep
the shooters away," Chavis con-
tinued. The vigilantes, he added,
were poor shots, and many bullets
went into homes. "Law and order"
came, he said, when people tried to
fire back.
The grocery s tore incident followed.
After several more persons were
killed, "artillery divisions of the
North Carolina National Guard
were ordered in by the governor,"
Chavis related.
The press was brought in the
next day to see the
"revolutionaries" brought to bay,
Chavis recounted, but the Black
community returned after the
National Guard had left.
In March, 1972, Chavis returned
to Wilmington and was "arrested
on numerous charges and sent to a
local jail." Bond for Chavis and the
nine other defendants was $1
million. Chavis charged that the
defendants were gassed and
maced in their cells before the
preliminary hearing. When they,
appealed to a judge, he added, they
were sent to a maximum security
prison until June, 1972, when their
case first came to trial.
A ruling by the jury of ten blacks
and two whites was overturned
when the state appealed on
grounds of mistrial. The defen-
dants were then sent. back to
prison. The jury for their next trial,
Chavis said, was "just the op-
posite," consisting of ten whites
and two "elderly" blacks.
"After a two month long trial,
the jury went out for 20 minutes
before convicting the defendants,
he said. Chavis and the other
defendants are free on bond
pending ruling on their appeal in
May or June.
The arrest in Wilmington in 1972
was not the first for Chavis.
Chavis has been accused of a
series of charges throughout the
late sixties and early seventies,
most of which he has been
acquitted of. The charges range'
from a burnt-out tail light to ac-
cessory after the fact of murder.
In 1971, the Federal Government
arrested Chavis and 'Jim Grant,
Jr., of Hartford on charges of
conspiracy against the United
States and aiding and abetting
fugitives. The charges stem from
alleged involvement by Chavis and
Grant with two men accused of
bringing dynamite to Oxford.
Charges against the two dynamite
carriers were dropped following
their return to the country from
Canada, but charges were
simultaneously brought against
Chavis and Grant.
Chavis claimed he has
documents in his possession
proving that government figures
were purchasing evidence against
them. A document from the
Treasury Department, and
another from the US marshall
service indicate, according to
Chavis, that the dynamiters-
turned-info'rmants were paid
"before we were indicted, before
we went on trial, and after our
trial." •:-
The informants were sent to
Guadalajara, Mexico, Chavis said,
adding that the city allegedly is the
base for a CIA training center.
"It is clear the' government
conspired against us," Chavis
charged. "This is one exposure of
misconduct. It is clear that in the
legal system today, the p<>or, white
and black, are guilty until proven
innocent."
A question and answer session
followed Chavis's speech. He spoke




'My God Is My Mother's Fallopian Tube'
by. Henry B. Merens
I must commend Yosef Ben
Yochannon, Egyptologist at
Cornell University, on his im-
passioned speech for the inclusion
of blacks into their rightful place in
the history of man. Yochannon
lectured last Tuesday night at 7
p.m. in McCook on the purposeful
neglect of the black's place in
history by historians as a means to
maintain the ideals of "white
supremacy". Although I found him
to be one of the most entertaining
speakers to whom I had ever
listened, I couldn't help but wonder
at, among other things, what I
perceived to be his deliberate
attempts at appearing to be con-
troversial.
I am not historically well versed
enough to comment on the
authenticity of the various claims
Yochannon made pertaining to the
origins of man being black as well
as the origins of science; medicine,
philosophy, elc.i nor could I follow
his lecture well enough to find
points to agree with or dispute.
that his proofs were often replaced
with spectacular humor that I
often didn'ffind tobe funny. His
constant condemnations of men
such as Washington, Lincoln,
Nixon, Ford, etc. rubbed me the
wrong, way as there was not a
notation of facts by which to
support his claims of their
disrepute.
Yochannon spoke to an audience
that was primarily black, and
perhaps his lecture was directed to
a black audience as a result of his
attempting to reach the greatest
"number. The segregated type of
lecture that he gave, however,
might have been a major reason
for a small number of whites at-
tending, as I found myself feeling
totally alienated from the context
of his speech. If he is merely
following a precedent set by other
black speakers, then the reason for
the lack of whites present c,an be
easily understood.
It seemed a shame that someone
as obviously well educated as
Yochannon had to revert to
vulgarity (which some might term
liberal-mindedness) in order to
supplement his speech. Instead,
he might hav§ applied academics
so that those not as enlightened on
the subject of Black History might
have understood more of his lec-
ture. •
1 find, it interesting that
Yochannon i would call himself a.
Jew as he is very obviously
culturally tied to the blacks and
religiously, he doesn't believe in
God: "My God is my mother's
Fallopian tube." Furthermore, he
claims Moses to have been a thief
and a murderer and the ten
commandments to have been
taken from the 147 tenets of the
"Negative Confession". I,
therefore, question his professed
affiliation with Judaism. Some of
the institutions Yochannon tried to
discredit were ancient Greek
philosophy, the Ten Com-
mandments, the Bible, and finally,
the institution of education in
general. He indicated an ex-
tremely low opinion of educational
credentials such as the doctorate'
that he possesses, and of his ad-
vanced education he said,' 'When I
get short of toilet paper I know
what I'll do with my diploma".
What I found to be the.most of-
fensive was the hypocrisy he
: displayed in criticising white
historians for excluding the black
man's place in history, while
turning aroundand segregating his
views on the black man's place in
history.
His political stance is in ac-
cordance with his personal life
style. His controversial actions are
not well received at Cornell ("I am
a cancer on the campus".), but he
continues to present his case for
the black man, and I find myself
respecting him very much for that.
I don't agree with what he says and
how he says it, but I certainly
respect the fact that he says it at
all.
Commentary l
Trinity Community, were you
enlightened by Black Cultural
Week? No? Why not? Was too
much work your problem? Or
maybe you thought that Black
Cultural Week was just for Blacks?
Sure, that's it. That's why the
sponsors of the Week bothered to
stuff your mailbox with various
printed material telling you about
times and places and subjects of
planned events. Right? Wrong.
Black Cultural Week was sup-
posed to be a multi-faceted sharing
of Black Culture with the Trinity
Community. Sometimes studying
niusf be put aside m place ol-
broadening • one's being.
Sometimes we have to sacrifice the
grade for the experience. The wide
variety of events presented by
Black Cultural Week lent them-
selves to a wide variety of in-
terests. Writers, dancers, singers,
musicians, concerts and dances:
there was something for everyone.
In case you've forgotten Trinity
is in the midst of a campaign to
sustain the values of a Trinity
education. One of the values of a
Trinity education is learning. In
order to learn, one must expose
oneself to new things. :
Meri
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Small Attendance
Saxophonist Brown Plays 'Beautiful' Concert
by Aaron Thomas
Every Tuesday night at Trinity
should be like this. It's hard to pin
down why this concert came off so
well, while others with the. same
potential are lacking in so many
respects.
There were four reasons for the
success of Tuesday night's jazz
concert. The first is the nature of
jazz itself. Jazz is an immediate,
spontaneous art, form. A "suc-
cessful" concert cannot be planned
- the success of a concert depends
on the particular musician's
feelings on that particular night.
photo by Margie Johnson
Blackbyrds 'Overpowering'
by Glenn A. Woods
Sa'turday night's overpowering
performance by The Blackbyrds
and Donald Byrd'was an exciting
event immensely enjoyed by a sell
out crowd which was rocked and
thrilled to the "Max" as they
released themselves to the funky,
hard-driving vibrations' of Byrd
and, as he dubbed them, the "Five
'baadass' niggers from Howard
University." \
The Blackbyrds opened in fine
style to an audience which was
somewhat slow in responding. It
took their big hit, "Walking In
Rhythm," midway through their
segment to get the folks on the good
foot where they were to remain for
the duration of the evening.
"Future Children, Future Hopes,"
"The Baby," and "I Need You"
exemplified the rocking fervor of
The Blackbyrds.
Following intermission, Donald
Byrd emerged for a relatively
short, but just as soul-stirring a
performance. "Reggins," "The
Runaway" and "Flight Time"
were a definite perpetuation of this
awesome sound.
Most impressive of this group,
which has undergone some minor
personnel changes, was " t h e
timekeeper," drummer Keith
Kilgo, who sounded much better
than on recordings (particularly
with his impressive solo during
"The Baby"), because of a greater
opportunity to express himself,
and Kevin Toney on the keyboards,'
who offers a readily noticeable
quality reminiscent, according to
Byrd, of Herbie Hancock. Toney
and Kilgo, with the strong bass
guitar of Joe Hall, the crisp rhythm
guitar of Orville Saunders, and the
mellifluous flute, oboe and
saxophones of Gary Hart (who was
especially golden on oboe during
the softie, "Summer Love") made
[or amazing vibes. This com-
bination, coupled with Byrd — on
trumpet and flugelhorh — who
sounded extremely impressive on
Flight Time", created an ex-
plosive inferno of music as each of
the artists expanded into a
Pleasant .resonance
Backstage, following the per-
formance, the musicians con-
curred that to conventionally label
their music was to restrict it, and
that the only label they wished was
Blackbyrd Music. These talented
artists, who have just completed a
movie score, plan, as drummer
Kilgo pointed out, ". . .to stay
together as long as we collectively
create."
Donald Byrd, who serves as
"administrator," as he put it, to
Blackbyrd Music cited Miles Davis
and Dizzie Gillespie as his greatest
influences. When asked what he
fhinks of contemporary Black
music he replied, "I like it. It
reflects the people. James Brown,
Aretha Franklin, Cannonball
Adderly and others: They reflect
the spirit of what's happening
now." -'
This dynamic assemblage of
Black celebrants, which excited an
enthusiastic crowd to dance
throughout virtually all of the
performance, made for another
successful Black Cultural Week
event, and an exhilarating evening
— the likes of which Trinity College
has not seen before.
The second reason was the general
atmosphere in the Washington
Room. The stage wasn 't brightly lit
up, leaving a club atmosphere in
the room. Third, the jazz audience
at Trinity might be few and far
between, but they are
knowledgeable and highly ap-
preciative of good jazz. The fouth
reason is the most important, and
that is that Tuesday night alto
saxophonist Marion Brown came
to play.
There was a bit of tension at first
when he walked in and saw the
wide-open spaces behind the small
crowd in the Washington Room.
But the first thing he did on stage
was to take the mike and tell
everyone to relax, that he really
felt like playing.
In the jazz world of today where
Columbia Records have signed
only electronic jazz-rock groups,
where a business corporation think
they can dictate the route of an art
form, the music of Marion Brown
comes through as a gigantic sign of
relief.
Marion Brown was backed by an
excellent young group, coming
from Wesleyan and New Haven.
Wes Brown played a strong stand-
up bass, Ray Newton was on drums
and Jose Goico contributed some
enthused cheerleading as well as
playing congas. But the highlight
of the saxophonist's back-up group
was a brilliant young pianist
named Tony Davis. Strongly in-
fluenced by McCoy Tyner, Cecil
Taylor, and the rest, Davis's own
definite personality shined
through. He played with a strong
sense of humor and his technique
was impeccable. Normally, he
plays in a group called Advent,
which operates out of New Haven.
He's very young and he should be
watched for in the future.
The group mostly played songs
from Marion Brown's new album
"Vista" which is coming out on
Impulse Records in the spring. The
highlights of the evening were "An
African Ballad", composed by
Davis, "A Suite In Four Parts"
featuring Davis on piano, and a
beautiful version of John
Coltrane's "Naima" which Marion
Brown felt he didn't have to an-
nounce - the crowd was that hip.
The.alto saxophone of Marion
Brown stole the evening from Tony
Davis's rhythms. His saxophone
solos seemed to establish a logical
link between the efforts of John
Coltrane and Ornette Coleman in
the sixties. He leaned on Coltrane's
spiritual searchings and Ornette's
phrasings and cutting tone, but he
didn't simply fuse them for his
style. He added his own voice,
creating an original, personal
expression. At times his tone was
liquid and pure, which reflected his
stay in Johnny Hodges's band in
the fifties. He played with enor-
mous taste, with a feeling for his
roots and always with a feeling for
the rhythm, the "swing" in each
song. There was a beautiful con-
fidence in his playing, a feeling that
his own personal melodies, ex-
pressed in his solos, were at least
as beautiful as John Coltrane's
melodies, expressed in the theme
of "Naima".
The time for Marion Brown is
clearly, now. The lucky crowd at
the Washington Room saw an
artist at his creative peak, and if he
even approaches the feeling he
achieved Tuesday night on his new
album, (and he used more ex-
perienced New York musicians on
the session) then it will be some
album. In the words of Dahoud, a
talented Hartford musician, the
concert was "beautiful, just
beautiful."
photo by Margie Johnson
Gospel Singers Present Joint Concert
by Bruce Kinmoth
As part of Black Culture Week,
the Ebony Voices of Trinity and
their guests, the Ebony Choir of the
University' of Connecticut
presented a joint concert Of gospel
singing in the Washington Room
Sunday afternoon. The concert,
scheduled for 3:30, did not actually
get underway until about 4:10 due
to the lateness of the group from
UConn., but this gave more time
for the initially small audience to
build up a little, as people drifted in
to see what was going on.
The Ebony Choir opened the
concert with a.song of brotherhood
and unity. The group consisted of
about twenty members, and ac-
companied themselves with piano
and an occasional saxophone. The
group displayed some fine singing
technique, but seemed somewhat
disorganized as to where to stand,
etc., perhaps due to the un-
familiarity of the stage.
The Ebony Voices, under the
direction of Kenneth Tate '75 ap-
peared next and were greeted by
applause that reminded one of the
home team coming on at a football
game. They marched in from the
lobby appropriately to• the sone
When the Saints Go Marching In, in
which Robert Gibson 76 led the
way with a spirited solo section.
For a new group this year, the
Ebony Voices had quite good en-
semble and displayed the qualities
of a well rehearsed group. Both
groups had some excellent voices,
and although the choir from UConn
may have had some more ex-
perienced solo voices, I felt
Trinity's choir outdid them as an
ensemble with greater precision
and blending.
Each of the groups came back
for a second time, and the audience
was invited to join in clapping
several times, which they willingly
did. Other numbers done by the
Ebony Voices include Young,
Gifted and Black with soloist
Lorraine Raglin 75, Right Now
with Kenneth Tate, and I Don't
Know Why Jesus Loves Me with
soloist John Wesley and pianist
Earl Garder. Done very nicely was
I Heard the Voice with soloist
Debra Tyner 76. Perhaps the
highlight of the concert was the
song Heartache sung expressively
by Gwen Tucker 78, which drew
quite a response from the
audience. Miss Tucker also ac-
companied herself on the piano
while the, other choir members
provided a soothing background.
It's good to see new music groups
being formed, and even better to
see them doing so well. Special
mention should be given to Ken-
neth Tate, who as well as doing an
obviously fine job of directing, also
does most of the accompanying for
the choir. Gail Stroy also deserves
mention as commentator for the
group.
I hope exchanges from other
schools can continue, as it's good to
see what other schools are doing,
and I especially hope the Ebony
Voices will be giving some con-
certs of their own in the future.
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"The Deadly Nightshade, which'
obviously enjoys performing on
stage, is so different from any
other group in recent memory that
I can only describe the music as a •
mixture of folk/rock/
c o u n t r y / c l a s s i c a l , with
arrangements varying from
brilliant simplicity to sublime
complexity." -- Alan Goldin, The
Aquarian/ Oct. 9-23, 1974.
This seems like a wide spectrum
of music for one group, but don't
take one person's word-come hear
for yourself! On Tuesday, March
18, Trinity Women's Organization
(TWO) will present the Deadly
Nightshade, in concert, from 8-12
in the Washington Room. The
musical group, originally from
Western Massachusetts, has
played all over the country, and
recently appeared on the CBS
television special "On Women and
Men."
The group's name is as in-
triguing as their sound, and Ann
Jones, in Ms, Magazine, defines
both —
"Deadly Nightshade: source of
belladonna, the healing and
poisonous drug; prolific weed with
a distinctive three-part leaf and
bell-like flowers. Lovely to look at,
stimulating to the system, yet
lethal if abused. And these days the
Deadly Nightshade is also a band,
described in a glowing Variety
review as a group that 'should be
watched'."
Helen Hooke, on lead guitar and
fiddle, Anne Bowen, on rhythm
guitar, and Pam Brandt, on
electric bass, are the Deadly
Nightshade's versatile musicians;
all three women also sing.
There has been much discussion
in regard to the combination of
musical and feminist attraction the
group draws. In the New York
Times, September 1974, John
Rockwell perceptively analyzed
the Deadly Nightshade's double
attraction;
"Musically, the trio's ef-
fectiveness lies in their in-
strumental ability (unvirtuoistic
but exuberantly competent) and
their arrangements (mostly of a
folky-bluegrass sort, and usually




original and borrowed, is full of
stirring anthems of womanhood
photo by Ellen Cunningham
The White Whore and The Bit: Player directed by Mitch
Karlan and starring Wendy Wheeler and Gwen Parry will be
presented this afternoon at 4:15 in the Goodwin Theatre of the
Austin Arts Center.
Postludes Presents






and songs by other singers (Kitty
Wells, Aretha Franklin) that have
an implied feminist message. And
in the very act of appearing
publicly as self-consciously women
artists, they act as models for
future generations of similar ar-
tists who may reach beyond them
in.purely artistic terms."
Therefore, whether or not you
are a feminist, if you like to dance
and enjoy a positive musical ex-
perience, the Deadly Nightshade







progressive music band, treated a
medium sized audience to a
startling performance in the cave.
Osmosis consists of Gordon Cohen
on electric piano and vocals, Gene
Carper on Fender Bass, and Keith
LeBlanc on drums. While chatting
with Cohen before the set he
described the group as "electronic
chamber music"; I found this
description to be rather eccentric,
but the music was tight and
tasteful, loud enough so one could
hear it, yet not oppressive.
Almost all of the tunes were
written by Cohen; these were
harmonically pleasing, rhyth-
mically inventive, and above all,
original. Cohen also exhibited
much feeling and restraint in his
playing, complementing well his
obvious command of the in-
strument. LeBlanc was very fast
and funky-however he could have
been a bit more laid back at times;
Carper was very firm and
propelled the other two with a
biting tone.
The music ranged from peaceful
and spacey to intense funk, with
some relaxed jamming and even a
few pop vocal numbers in between.
The use of odd time signatures and
dynamics were also integrated into
a modern, yet very listenable
sound. It's heartening to hear
young players into their own music
in a contemporary vein, for it is
bands like Osmosis that foretell the
future of progressive music.
Hopefully MHBOG will surprise us




The Hartford Jazz Society has
made considerable progress in its
short lifetime of fourteen years. It
now sponsors such activities as
concerts in area schools, trips to
jazz spots in New York, and an
annual jazz cruise down the
Connecticut River. Contributing
artists in the greater Hartford area
concerts have included such well-
known figures as Dizzy Gillespie,
Herbie Hancock, "Fatha" Hines,
Clark Terry and many others. To
celebrate its fourteenth an-
niversary, HJS presented a very
special concert last Sunday
evening at the Kingswood School
Auditorium in West Hartford.
"Two Generations of Brubeck,"
featuring Dave Brubeck on piano,
provided 600 fortunate jazz fans of
ail ages with a rare musical treat.
Despite the limited publicity for
the event, the small high school"
auditorium was filled to capacity.
The rather intimate atmosphere,
however, proved to be useful in
establishing a close contact bet-
ween audience and performers.
' For 25 years, Dave Brubeck has
been one of the leading forces in
the evolution of jazz, Continually
challenging conventional rhythms
and styles, Brubeck has pushed
jazz into new and fruitful areas of
interpretation. His use of new time
signatures has significantly
altered the course of jazz. His
influence has been enormous.
What was once considered avant
garde has since become part of
every jazz artist's repertoire.
Brubeck's efforts have been amply
rewarded. For example: he was
the first modern jazzman on the
cover of "Time" magazine (1954);
his recording of "Take Five"
(1963) became the first million-
selling jazz single; and he was the
first jazz performer to play at a
state function in the White House,
Now 54, Brubeck has disbanded his
old "Quartet" and formed "Two
Generations of Brubeck."
The new group, backed by the
support of his three talented sons,
reflects the ability of Brubeck to
keep pace with the developments
of this second generation of
modern jazz. The interpretations
of his sons embody present ten-
dencies in the jazz world towards
the harder style of electronic jazz.
Brubeck's versatility and con-
tinuous experimentation, however,
still leave the music of his off-
spring a generation behind.
In the course of the concert,
Brubeck showed that he is equally
at home with ragtime, dixieland,
conventional, classical, and ex-
perimental jazz. Several times the
rhythms and styles changed within
one piece. It is Brubeck's ability to
continually "surprise" the
audience with his new in-
terpretations that makes his
concerts so provocative and
refreshing.
The concert opened with the
family foursome of Brubecks
playing "Raggy Waltz" and
"Blues for Newport," among
others. Darius, on electric piano
and organ, Chris, on bass and
trombone, and Dan, on drums, are
all fine young musicians. Along
with their father, their
"togetherness" as a group reflects
both their musical competence and
a distinct sense of family timing
and awareness. The final number,
before the intermission, featured
members of the Darius Brubeck
Ensemble—Darius' own jazz
group. The Ensemble brought the
first half to a close with a rousing
dixieland piece. Perry Robinson,
on clarinet, Dave Powell, on bass,
Jerry Bergonzi, on tenor sax, and
"Madcat" on .harmonica, brought
the crowd to its feet with their
excellent and inspired music.
It seemed that the second half
would be put to the test in order to
improve upon the first. With Dave
taking a break and the Ensemble
doing it alone, it appeared that the
first half would take honors over
the second. An interesting and
enticing Arabian-styled piece,
composed by Perry Robinson and
featuring the "swing" of his
clarinet, was different; but, it
lacked the excitement generated
when Brubeck himself was
playing. Finally, Brubeck returned
and showed why he is the master.
He picked up the tempo and in-
spired the group (and the
audience) with several high-flying
piano solos. As usual the diversity
of his style kept the audience in
constant anticipation. "Swingin'
and Wailin' " was a particularly
memorable piece from the second
half. The band now consisted of
eight members moving on and off
the stage for various numbers: the
four Brubecks and the other four
musicians from the Ensemble. But
Dave himself was always at the
piano, insuring the quality and
impact of the music. Two encores
were played to tremendous
standing ovations (for a crowd that
size), and the group made the best
of it. "Take Five" featured a good
drum solo by Dan Brubeck. Then,
the whole band got together to do
the finale with the proverbial,
"The Saints Go Marchin' In."
It was probably just as well that
. the group didn't do a third encore
(despite the ringing applause),
since the audience (at least this
member of it) was too "drained" of
emotion to sit through another
Brubeck number. Despite the
abilities of his sons and the other
musicians in the group, Dave
Brubeck showed why he has been
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The Simsbury A Better Chance Program
seeks a resident tutor starting in Sep-
tember.
The ABC house is located in the heart of
Simsbury, it has 9 resident high school
students and 2 resident directors. All
meals, linen, a private room and
gasoline support up to $35.00 per month
are provided.
Tutoring responsibilities are 7-10 P.M.
Sunday through Thursday.
Individual should be mature and possess
requisite skills in Mathematics and
English.
If inters
II interested call Mr. James Oaniels-54»-
3600 or 656-2108. _ _ _ _ _ _ »
Music View
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The Conversion of a Cynical Concert Goer
by Melissa Maier
When, several weeks ago, a high
school art exhibition was briefly
housed in Austin Arts Center, I
chanced to overhear one Trinity
observer remark to another that
the display afforded him some pain
by comparison, as Trinity could
assemble no finer collection done
by its own artists. Greatly struck
by his observation, I minutely
examined the collection, most of
which was craft, and not art at all,
and concluded that if the young
man were right, art in general was
in a rather sorry state.
I have arrived at that same
conclusion many times before, by
various routes, and I nearly
reached it again last Friday, when
the Wesleyan University Orchestra
paid us a visit.
Wesleyan is an institution not so
very much larger than Trinity, and
that they have thrown together,
however haphazardly, a symphony
orchestra of their own makes me
pnow oy uan Kelman
The Madrigal Singers, one of Trinity's new music groups, made their singing debut last
Tuesday night in Hamlin Hall before a surprisingly good turnout. Directed by Mark
Henrickson, the group of eight blended voices for a very entertaining evening of Old English
madrigals. The singers, from left to fightr are Mark Henrickson, Penny Winter, Stow
Walker, Cathy MacKay Smith, Dave Mitchell, Connie Shuck, Paul Sachs, and Mary Royal.
On The Road With Alice
by Stephen Forsling
After credits over which Alice
Faye warbles a creamy rendition
of "You'll Never Know", the film
opens with a warm, nostalgiac
view of an angelic little girl (Alice,
our heroine) singing outside a
picturesque farmhouse in Mon-
leirey, California. Quite suddenly
the little dear blurts ou t ! ."I can
sing better than Alice Faye. I
swear to Christ I can." Cut. We are
now in Socorro, New Mexico, some
Ihirty-odd years later. A middle-
aged housewife (Alice again) has
just slaved over a dinner which
goes completely unappreciated by
her family. Alice promptly opens
the door and bellows loud and clear
into the blue day -- "Socorro
Sucks!".... .Ah, yes. Same little
Alice.
Alice Doesn't Live Here
Anymore, directed by Martin
Scorsese and with Ellen Burstyn in
the title role, is a sunny, enjoyable,
foul-mouthed new comedy that



































purports to Break New Ground
insofar as depicting a modern
woman "realistically". It is true
that the screenplay by Robert
Getchell and the main per-
formance by Ms. Burstyn succeed
in portraying an intelligent woman
wfro is pretty much a victim, of
circumstance, for after her
husband's death in an auto ac-
cident, Alice is forced to find a job
to support herself and her young
son. With little else than a (fairly)
good singing voice to her credit,
she decides to move from Socorro
to seek employment as a singer at
a piano bar somewhere on her way
back to Monterrey. The movie
captures Alice's feelings of
trapped helplessness quite well-in
this respect, Alice is probably very
accurate, for it depicts a woman
forced to fend for herself in a
society which has prepared her for
nothing but the roles of wife and
mother. The scenes in which Alice
goes through a series of
humiliating and unsuccessful job
interviews unfortunately ring all
too true. Alice finally ends up as a
waitress in a diner in Tucson,,
Arizona, •
But, alas-every silver lining has
its cloud, and instead of being the
mature, forthright, "emotionally
honest" film it seems at first
glance, Alice manages to confuse
and compromise the issues it
brings up a little too often for
comfort. In attempting to create a
substantial, intelligent woman's
part amidst the almost total lack of
women's roles on the screen today,
it is perhaps inevitable that the
people connected with the film
have gone too far. Instead of
women being depicted as
stereotyped characters, we now
have the flip side of the coin: it is
the men who are stock types.
QUALITY - SERV/CE - LOW PRICES
100 JEFFERSON ST.
(Opposite Medical Bldg.)
J. L SCHMIDT JR.
522-6769
Alice's psyche is explored to such
an extent that the film (almost by
' omission) sacrifices credible
characterizations for its male
characters. Alice's husband is in
the film for a few minutes at most,
but it is enough time for us to see
that lie is a boorish and infantile
lout, and it's no wonder we're not
all broken-hearted at his death.
The next man in Alice's life is a
sweet-but-dumb country type
whose goofy, aw-shucks manner
masks a murderous temper,
displayed when Alice discovers
that he is married. The third (and
for good) man that Alice en-
counters is, of course, Mr. Nice
Guy (Kris Kristofferson). In the
crunch David (Kristofferson)
agrees to give up his ranch for
Alice and run away with her to
Monterrey. The proverbial show is
now on the other foot—it is the man
who sacrifices himself for the
woman. The attempt to show the
changing nature of men's and
women's roles in today's society is
admirable, but it's also painfully
obvious. Neither David's character
nor the situation is at this point
especially believable.
As Alice, Ellen Burstyn is ex-
cellent. She does not shirk from the
unsympathetic aspects of her
character, so that her per-
formance, at least, is thoroughly
convincing. Whether it be trading
insults with her son (played by
Alfred Liitter, whose performance
is a little too knowing and bratty-
somewhat reminiscent of Tatum
O'Neal in Paper Moon), shedding a
few crocodile tears at an interview,
or bawling out completely with two
other waitresses at the diner in
which she works, Burstyn's per-
formance is very winning. Scor-
sese's direction is also fine, cap-
turing the endless array of high-
ways and motels in the film in an
almost Nabokovian manner. If one
accepts Alice merely as a comedy,
rather than as a piece of
sociological realism, it's possible
to have a good time watching the
film. It's only when the movie
aspires to a higher plane, i.e., when
it tries to say something-that it
falls apart. So much for Breaking
New Ground. Alice Doesn't Live
Here Anymore is certainly a well-
meaning film, but as Samuel
Johnson once wrote. . ."Hell is
paved with good intentions."
wince inwardly. At Trinity we have
attempted no such thing. The fact
that the Wesleyan orchestra does
not play very well only heaps insult
on injury: to be inferior to
mediocrity is to rank low indeed.
On Friday the group under the
baton of Isaac Hurwitz, muddled
through Mozart's "Haffner"
Symphony (K. 385) in the first half
of the program. The first three
movements were sluggish and
labored, and the presence of only 3
first violinists muddied the texture
and destroyed the balance. For
some reason the final Presto came
vigorously to life. Possibly the
conductor realized that, contrary
to his expectations, we had not
applauded between the
movements, and was thus inspired
to flail his arms with rather more
eclat. I began to entertain sanguine
hopes for the second half.
The first piece after the in-
termission was Wagner's
Siegfried-Idyll. This is nearly
always an unhappy programming
choice, for a more soporific piece
of music would be difficult to
imagine. Wagner wrote it in 1870 as
a present to his new wife, and on
the morning of her birthday hired a
small ensemble to serenade her in
her boudoir. One can only admire
his extreme consideration in not
disturbing her slumber.
The main offering of the evening
was Bartok's Piano Concerto No. 3,
with Peter Armstrong as soloist,
Armstrong, who has been on the
Trinity faculty since 1973, excels in
works of a crisp percussive nature,
and when I last heard him play,
pieces of a more lyrical cast suf-
fered slightly under his hands, On
Friday, however, any reservations
I had on that score were dispelled,
for the adagio religioso, the ex-
pressive middle movement, was so
delicately transparent and
beautiful that I thought it or I
would surely break. This fragile
piece is flanked by 2 fast and clean
allegro movements, which did not-
fare quite so well, due in large part
to the inadequacy of the piano. A
pitifully small concert instrument,
it was incapable of producing a
wide variety of tone colors, and
anything over a mezzo-forte was
impossible to obtain, even with
Armstrong's almost hurculean
strength. Armstrong surmounted
the problems of an inferior in-
strument and orchestra to render
an acceptable and even beautiful
performance of Bartok's last work.
That triumph is enough to give
courage to his students and hope.to
a cynical young concert-goer.
Student Repertory
This spring, instead of presen-
ting the traditional third major
production of the year, the Theatre
Arts department is attempting
something new. A student
repertory company, directed by
the five members of the Senior
Directing class, will offer a series
of rotation one-act plays.
At the end of April preview
performances for each one-act will
be presented on three consecutive
afternoons in the J. L. Goodwin
Theatre in the Austin Arts Center
at 4:00 p.m. On April 22, The
Prophets by Mrozek, directed by
Stephen Botkin, and The Dumb
Waiter by Pinter, directed by
Eileen Bristow, will be presented.
A built piece with music centered
on the rites of passage, conceived
and directed by Kathy Falk, will be
performed on April 23. A new play
by Susan Miller, Confessions of a
Female Disorder, directed by
Anne Egbert, and The Indian
Wants the Bronx by Kopit, directed
by Peter Arnoff, will be offered on
April 24. Admission will be free on
these days. On May 1, 2, and 3 at
8:15 p.m. the repertory continues,
order of presentation to be an-
nounced. Admission will be
charged for the evening- per-
formances.
Print Exhibitions
Print exhibitions, sales, and
lectures will be presented in the
Austin Arts Center during April:
April 9, 1-8 p.m.: Oriental Print
Sale, Marston Ltd.
April 10, 1-4 p.m.: Lecture on
contemporary printmaking by
. Robert Blackburn, director of The
Printmaking Workshop, Inc.
April 10-25, 1-5 p.m.: Exhibition
"Woman I" Prints by women from
The Printmaking Workshop, Inc.
April 29: European Print Sale,
Lakeside Studio.
For further information contact:
Dr, Mahoney, Chairman of the
Department of Fine Arts or Robert
A. Cale, Artist- in-Residence,
Whether you're a well-
known Tripod Photographer
or an unknown master at the
art, The Trinity Review hopes
that you will' submit your
photographs for its Spring
Issue. The Review is one of the
few forms through which
students can present their
more personal work and it
needs your support. So spend a
little time over the Spring
Break with your camera and
submit to the magazine
through Box 152. by April 18th.
SHOWCASE CINEMA/ 1234
1-84 EXIT 58-SILVER LANE-ROBERTS ST.
EAST HARTFORD • 24HR.TEL. INFO. 568-8810. 8 8 8
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'Appeal'
To the Editor:
AN APPEAL TO THE ENTIRE
TRINITY COLLEGE COM-
MUNITY:
The SAC has, in past weeks,
received much criticism from the
student body in regard to their
activities concerning the allocation
of funds for the MHBOG proposed
SPRING WEEKEND. Rather than
go into our "official" reason for
voting the way that we did, which I
believe is stated elsewhere in this
issue, it will suffice for me to say
that I, as I believe did others,
thought I was acting in a way
-which the student body wished me
to act. It might be noted that no one
against the proposal was present at
the SAC meeting when it was
discussed. In any event, we have
not made a firm commitment, so
the-matter is, in effect, still up in
the air.
This, then, prompts the purpose
of my letter. I know that I per-
sonally want to vote the way that
the majority of the student body
wishes me to vote (and I believe
that the other members of the SAC
all feel similarly), and for this
reason, I have asked that the SAC
hold a public hearing, where we
can ALL listen to the viewpoints of
the Trinity populous. It must be
mentioned, though, that in order
for us to get a clear feeling for the
majority opinion, that persons both
for and against the proposal must
speak at this hearing. Naturally, it
goes without saying that all
members of the Trinity community
are urged to present their stands.
'Phis includes students as well as
faculty and administration
members. I do hope that at-
tendance is great at this meeting.
A written statement, submitted to
lhe SAC after one's concluding
remarks will be greatly ap-
preciated.
Thvis, once again, it is my im-
pression' that the SAC wants to
represent the entire college body,
or at least a clear majority of it.
However, we cannot do this unless
it voices its opinions. Please attend
the hearing which will be held in
The Washington Room on Wed-
nesday at 7:00 p.m.
I know the entire SAC mem-
bership will join me in saying that
we want to work for you, not
;igainst you.
Very truly yours,





I must object. The Spring
Weekend, as proposed by MHBOG,
will cost $4600-enough for one
year's tuition, fees, room rent, a
five day meal plan and a
semester's worth of books for one
poor student. The price of one
year's Trinity education will
provide us with one day of grain
alcohol, another day of potato
alcohol (the moral implications
are obvious), possibly a softball
game (why is the cheapest and
most obviously enjoyable activity
only being considered?) and lots of
Music and Riotous Fun for all those
living on the Quad or in North
Campus. For it must be admitted
that even those who do not want to
participate will be forced to-sheer
volume (measured in decibels)
will see to that.
MHBOG complained in the last
issue of the Tripod that Martha
Cohen's point of view was "overly
copious." I don't know what a
copious point of view is: but if a
copious point of view is reflected in
her letter to the editor of two weeks
ago, then I must have contracted a
bad case of overly copious POV
myself. I join in the blatant (would
MHBOG rather it be furtive?)
censure of the plans for the Spring
Weekend. I am not supercilious
about it. Nor have I cast my
opinions into doggerel. I merely
point out that I, like a growing
number of people, object to the
spending of my money in this way.
Peter Mindnich was quoted last
week as saying that MHBOG's
objective is to "appease as many
people as possible." I will note, in
closing, that if we had not been
alienated in the first place we
would not need to be appeased. If
the Spring Weekend goes through
as planned, however, little short of





Thank you for the 2-page section
on Security in last week's Tripod.
It is important for members of the
college community to be aware of
security problems. However, I
wish to take issue with the
statement that "At best, Trinity
Security can only provide a
deterrent to crime. Rarely are
crimes discovered in
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Hartford Police in serious matters
or merely makes a report after the
incident."
Reports and recordkeeping are
important functions of the Security
Department, but so is the capture
of those, who commit crimes on
campus. Four times in the last two
weeks Security Officers observed
crimes in progress and made
apprehensions. Two other ap-
prehensions were made in
response to calls from students of
reported crimes. Security Officers
cannot be everywhere on this 100-
acre campus at one. If more
students called to report suspicious
activity, crime on campus, would
decrease.
Trinity Security must call the
Hartford Police to report a serious
crime or to arrest a suspect.
Hartford Police detectives also
assist in investigations of crimes
reported by Trinity students. This
is the proper procedure and in no
way reflects negatively on the





During the past few days the
campus has been treated to
numerous events sponsored by the
Trinity Coalition of Blacks in
conjunction with Black Cultural
Week. Many Black students
worked long hours to plan these
events-events which they hoped
would be of interest and benefit not
only to themselves, but to the
entire Trinity community. They
are to be congratulated for their
efforts,
Unfortunately, ono sour note
must be sounded. As has happened
in past years, a person or persons
unknown defaced and destroyed a
substantial quantity of the signs
posted around the campus to ad-
vertise Black Cultural Week. Such
behavior is antithetical to the spirit
in which the TCB presented Black
Cultural Week, and it certainly has
no place in a community where
reason and tolerance are supposed'
to prevail. If any student was in-
volved in the destruction of these
signs, he should ask himself some
searching questions about whether






To the Editor and students of
Trinity College:
Last week (March 9-16) was
Black Cultural Week at Trinity
College. The purpose: to enlighten
ourselves and others as to what is
happening with Black people
today, Incorporated within this
purpose were the ideas and hopes
to educate and entertain.
The Trinity Coalition of Blacks
cultural committee (Zelma
Yarber, chairperson) spent many
long hours making preparations so
that the entire College community
would enjoy and benefit from our
Black week. Such was not the case.
Understanding and allowing for
the fact that midterms have
pounced upon us all, still does not
excuse the attendance of the
special activities sponsored by
TCB. At a few functions we ex-
pected hundreds. Chairs were set
up and expensive sound
arrangements were made- and for
who?!! Fifty people- forty five
being Black!! Come on Trinity,
.you've got at least fifteen hundred
students enrolled!!
Black students come to Trinity
not only to receive a well-rounded
education but also to give one. The
few of us who are here (under 10%)
boiciy meet the quota (which all
white institutions try to meet to
keep their noses clean). We
organize a week- spend thousands
of dollars- publicize exhaustively
and still get .slapped in our faces.
Trinity students, you have shown
us, the Black enrollment where you
stand (as if we didn't already
know). We receive "hellos"
and smiles on the long walk
daily from you yet you don't think
enough of Blacks to take an hour or
two out of your evening to become
involved in what we feel is a very
serious and meaningful affair.
Every day we are being told to
accept your culture. You don't
even respect ours!!!!
Students of Trinity College, don't
graduate being ingnorant!!
Doris E. Sullivan '78
P.S. Thanks Zelma- We love you!!
Thanks'
To the Editor,
A great man once said: "A
people that neglects its culture
looses its power to create and a
people that looses its power to
create looses everything." In an
effort not to neglect our culture,
Black Culture Week was held last
week. A variety of speakers, films,
exhibits and musical events was
put on to share Black Culture with
others.
I would like to thank all the
students, faculty and ad-
ministrators who attended our
programs and helped to make
Black Week a success. Those who
did not attend truly missed a great
cultural and educational ex-
perience and are at a loss.
Especially I would like to thank
Zelma Yarber for her unselfish
devotion as Chairwoman of the
Cultural Committee. Without her
diligent work, there would not have




On behalf of the patients in
Connecticut's 45 hospitals, we
would like to extend our ap-
preciation to those students,
faculty and staff who contributed
to the overwhelming success of the
Monday, March 3, 1975, blood-
mobile at Trinity College.
The record-breaking blood
collections as evident at Trinity
this year cannot be achieved, nor
sustained, without an abundance of
commitment, idealism and un-
ceasing hard work.
Our sincerest thanks to Trinity
College for its support, and Gil
Childers and his committee for
their enthusiastic recruitment, and
volunteer assistance, and to each
donor for his/her unquestionable
willingness to donate. It is only
through such a display of
selflessness that this humanitarian
program can continue to be the
only source of blood for the entire
state.
Very trulyjours,




Dear Editor: ,- .
It is | a crime that there are
millions of starving people in the
world. In order to help reduce this
suffering, I gladly fast, donate my
•money and my time. But don't ask
me to give up all of my life's
pleasures. To ask me to feel guilty
about drinking beer on Spring
Weekend is going overboard. So




(With thanks to Winston Chur-
chill). In her letter last week
Donna Epstein stated that Trinity
males are frustrated. On the other
hand, Ms. Epstein appears pom-
pous, self-righteous, and con-
descending. Moreover, I think that
long after many of these males are
no longer so frustrated, La Donna
will remain pompous, self-
righteous, ani condescending.
Still, the likes of Ms. Epstein serve
a purpose. They help make being a






In reply to Miss Donna Epstein's
letter of last week, I regret, Donna
that you did not see more skin of
the "99 Women". I strongly
recommend the Art Cinema on
Franklin Avenue, or the Berlin
Turnpike Drive-In.
As to the $4000. being spent for
Spring Weekend, I think it is a
great idea. Most lectures, dance
concerts, or non-rock music affairs
are attended only by a small, if not
minute, percentage of the Trinity
Community. A weekend such as is
planned is not just of great fun, but
it adds to the school spirit of
Trinity, which is, I believe, an
important part, of our collegiate
lives. It is damn nice to see the
whole college community having a
good time together, instead of the
usual glum, blank, and apathetic
faces which are already much too
prevalent on campus.
My social conscience can take
the weekend off, and I see nothing






The first Tuesday night following
vacation, Donald Kendall,
president of PepsiCo., Inc. will be
speaking at Trinity. Mr. Kendall,
being honored as the Clement
Memorial Lecturer, is responsible
for PepsiCo's large contract with
the Soviet government. He
therefore holds a position of great
influence in U.S.-Soviet trade
decisions. However, PepsiCo has
consistently refused to lobby in
support of less oppressive im-
migration laws for Soviet citizens,
particularly Soviet Jews. We find it
deplorable that a "responsible
American corporation" puts pure
economic self-interest ahead of
human rights. We ask all con-
cerned members of the Trinity
community to join us in protesting











To all our brothers and sisters,
We received a March 4th Trinity
Tripod in the mail today, and wish
to express our congratulations on
the infinite amount of qualitative
progress manifested in the paper.
That edition was excellent. From
the blurb on the YSA vs. the FBI, to
the article on Kesey; from the
UFW advertisement to the
dialogue on Marxist professors;
there is demonstrated a marked
increase in political consciousness.
It is.good to see.
We would like t6 voice our
agreement with Abby Schwartz
and Andy Bassford's article, we
would like to encourage them to
continue writing articles.
We would like to express our
solidarity with Marty Landsberg
and Neil Garston in their struggle
to change fundamentally a
repressive reality, and with Ne»
Garston specifically in trying to
retain his teaching capacity.
Finally, we say - Solidarity
Forever - to those comrades back
east who are not only weathering
the storm but actively fighting to




P.S. We would love political
correspondence and w»'
reciprocate. Address: 1337
University Ave. #4, Berkeley, oai.
94702.
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At Lost on Issue
At last Trinity College has an issue. For the past month MBUG has been trying
to sell its Spring Weekend to the College. Being presented with the all-or-nothing
Scylla-Charybdis choice presented to us by MBOG, the Tripod supports the
principle of such an activity;" but bear in mind that Spring Weekend is not an
"eat, drink, and be merry for tomorrow we may die," activity, wnich is the at-
titude that the heralds of doom would have us take. No, rather Spring Weekend
has the possibility of unifying the College in a spirit, not of selfish indulgence and
blissful unawareness of the world crises around us, but of good will toward our
campus neighbors. If we as students cannot relate to our fellow students in a
familiar environment, then we cannot possibly hope to confront the entire world,
looking for all the world like giant killers. Attempts to raise social consciosness
at Trinity are indeed admirable; but without learning to provide a platform of
basic human relations on which to build an outreach then such attempts assume
an almost holier-than-thou attitude.
Erroneous Sources
An editorial appeared in this column last week concerning an alleged
misappropriation of funds by the Student Activities Commitee. Unfortunately for
us, however, some of our facts were erroneous, causing ill feelings on many
sides. To these groups and to you the reader, we owe an apology.
Whereas MBOG was "conditionally" granted a large sum from the SAC
contigency fund "subject to final approval" in the words of SAC chairman Larry
Golden, THAP has also been given some funding. Their funds are for operating
expenses, however, not for educational lectures, seminars, and the like, as we
, were told by an ill-informed THAP member. In fact, THAP never asked for such
funding.
The portion of the fund request that was turned down in December was for
mailing costs, an expenditure the SAC thought wasn't a good use of the SAC
contigency fund monies.
Variations of a Deferred Dream
On July 4th of next year the United States
of America will be celebrating its bicen-
tennial. The birth of this country dated from
the signing of the Declaration of In-
dependence in 1776 will be jubilantly
celebrated throughout the "land of the free"
by speeches, parades and other festivities.
However the true-''Spirit of '76"—the spirit
of freedom—will be lacking as long as the
Wilmington Ten are not free as long as June
Jordan is charged with first degree murder
and Blackmen and women and the ppor
continue to be politically, socially and
economically oppressed and as long as free
speech is suppressed and domestic spying is
allowed.
The Founding Fathers of this "land of
Liberty" considered Blacks to be inferior
sub-humaiis. This is why they could sign a
declaration which stated: "We hold these
truths to be self-evident: that all men are
created equal; that they are endowed by
their Creator with certain inalienable
rights; that among these are Life, Liberty
and the pursuit of Happiness," with free
consciences and still allow Blacks to be held
in chattel slavery. The beginning of the
"American Dream" was the beginning of a
two hundred year long nightmare for Blacks
as slave and citizen. However, through
years of inhumane suffering," bloodshed and
tears, death, protest marches, and riots,
through governmental legislation, the rights
and freedoms of the Declaration of In-
dependence and the U.S. Constitution have
become ours. Alas, the irony and misery of
it all the laws have not been enforced to
protect the rights of Blacks since the troops
were withdrawn from the South in 1877. The
history of Black America is the story of the
betrayal of the Black man.
For many years Blacks have faced in-
justices. Some of the latest known
atrocities—the cases of the Wilmington Ten
and Joanne Little—were discussed during
Black Culture Week.
Rev. Mr. Benjamin Chavis from North
Carolina spoke about the Wilmington Ten.
Key. Chavis, eight Black teenagers and a
white mother faced a total of 282 years in
prison in Wilmington, North Carolina. They
were arrested in 1971 after being harassed
by local Klansmen and police and charged
with burning a grocery and conspiring to
attack firemen and policemen who came to
the scene. However, their real crime was
that they were part of a massive movement
that demanded justice and equal education
for Blacks. They were actually victims of
now revealed federal crackdown on Black
liberation movements. State and local of-
ficials supported the FBI crackdown.
The real criminals are in high federal,
state, and local government positions, but
the Wilmington Ten, free on $400,000 bail,
still face imprisonment. •
The case of a Black woman, Joanne Little,
is another American tragedy. Joanne Little
had been jailed on a charge of breaking and
entering. On August 27, 1974, while in her
: cell in the Beaufort County, North Carolina
jail, her white male jailer, Clarence
Alligood, 62, with ice pick "in hand,
threatened to rape. Joanne Little. In the
struggle Joanne Little killed her attacker
with his own ice pick and fled from the jail.
Alligood was found dead, nude from the
waist.
Joanne Little later turned herself in after
contacting an attorney. She feared that the
police would kill her. Now she has been
charged by the State of North Carolina with
first degree murder, for defending herself.
Can Joanne Little get a fair trial in this
racist and politically repressive state?
These are only two examples of the un-
finished business of democracy in America,
There are hundreds of Joanne Littles and
scores of Wilmington Tens throughout the
country that will never be heard about. As
long as they remain unfree no American
citizen is free—or safe.
Democracy has become a word that"
politicians use and none understand, or put
into effective legislation. To Blacks the word
is still a long, far off misty dream. The
Central Intelligence Agency and the Federal
Bureau of Investigation has infiltrated,
undermined and destroyed Black liberation,
movements during the 1960's and 1970's, but
they have not destroyed the deep desire for
Or America Today
freedom and justice in the hearts of Black
Americans. The CIA and the FBI show the
real face of American democracy, Surely
the Founding Fathers, racists as they were,
would have seen the CIA and the FBI as the
most un-American institutions supported by
the American government. America has
become what she initially protested against:
an unjust and tyrannical government—fat
on wealth from the exploitation of the Black
and poor. It is most strange that the federal
government could destroy Black liberation
movements and allow the uncivilized Ku
Klux Klan to ride on. Could this mean that
the government supports terrorism and
suppresses freedom movements—the true
"Spirit of '76?"
Will we allow racism, political repression,
and poverty to continue to exist in America
today, tomorrow, or beyond the bicen-
tennial? This is the question of the day.
(Arise from your deep sleep.) Only sen-
sitive, civilized, thinking Americans can
answer it, and the answer is a vehement
NO! We can no longer afford to be ignorant
of actions of our government, Racism must
no longer be as American as apple pie. We
up America! Arise from your deep sleep and
strive for a second American
Revolution—strive for a nation where all
men are free, and justice blind and unob-
structed, and where the dollar is not the
national deity. Behold, today is a new day





Re Crimmins/ Kellogg/ Rowley/
Brayton, et al., vs. MHBOG.
Perhaps this college community
will realize that the Feminist
Movement is not a) trivial b) a joke
c) inconsequential when feminists
st op reacting to stimuli that are a)
ThVial b?a. •'oke c ) inconsequential.
i he feminist reaction to this seems
f° be that the MHBOG advertising
m question is itself nothing but
reveals attitudes which are con-
descending, or contemptuous," or
'gnorant, and therefore an issue
definitely should be raised.
Ridiculous. Those movies and
their advertising were absurd, but
less so than the T.W.O.'s grim
faction. The basic premise of the
Presentation and the advertising
was something along the lines of
xou won't believe that people
actually made these travesties,
L°me bombed." No one went to
eer at celluloid flesh or to relish
'"e sight of women in their proper
Pfce. I find it insulting and
Presumptuous, in the extreme, that
nnM w r i t e r s hurt accusations
n t h e oasis of the movies arid the
advertising. Moronic, sexist and"
offensive are those people who,
blind to anything but their own
prejudices, go out of their way to
be offended. The T.W.O. would do
better maintaining a steady and
practical outlook which considered
credible issues, rather than fitfully
hopping on chairs, shrilling at





There is a fact which I think pre-
law juniors should be aware of.
When you apply to law school in
your senior year, you forward your
transcript(s) to good old ETS m
Princeton, who procedes to send
your grades out to all your law
schools (You don't send them
directly). Because of deadlines,
vou have to send your transcripts
in to ETS in the fall, so they contain
(normally) six semsters of un-
dergraduate grades.
After your first, semester senior
year grades come through, you
send them directly to the law
schools if either 1) the law school
requires them, or 2) if they're
good. If they're not especially
good, you usually don't have to
send them, I believe. Of the eight
"fairly good" schools I applied to,
only two .required my first
semester senior year grades, That
can be good news. I don't know if
the law schools "suspect
something" if they don't get your
senior grades.
The point is this: For the
majority of law schools (it would
appear), the" grades pre-law
juniors get this year may be the
last ones the law schools will see.
Even if you do send them your
seventh semester grades, the
famous "undergraduate GPA" is
based on three years of college,
because of admissions deadlines1!
Of course, if you wait a year before
applying, they'll get all eight
semesters of grades.
I thought juniors might do well to
be informed of the importance of
this semester's grades. As
depressing a thought as it
sometimes is, the importance of
the GPA in getting into law school
is..:well, large. The Office of
Career Counseling should be able
to be of some help- in this'area,
though it is curious why the Career
Counseling didn't tell the seniors
about this a year ago.
^ Gary Morgans '75
'CHcklngs'
To the Editor:"
We were extremely em-
barrassed, as we're sure the
majority of the audience at the
Concert String Quartet per-
formance on Wednesday night
was, at the most inappropriate
behavior of a student
photographer. His disruptive
entrance mid-movement, his in-
considerate distraction of audience
and musicians, and his persistent
shutter clickings were frustrating
and annoying to all in the theatre.
Our embarrassement was doubled
when even the musicians com-
mented on his behavior.
Disregarding such blatent poor
manners, respect for audience and
musicians should have at least
prompted better judgement. We
hope this photographer was not a






In response to TWO'S letter last
week I would like to express the
appology by MHBOG for its ad in
the Tripod of 3/4. After talking to
some young Trinity women P
realized that the nature of the ad
was not in good taste even though it
was meant as a complete gag. How
are readers supposed to know what
was really behind such a
statement? Submitting the public
to humor of such a discriminating
nature is surely uncalled for and
downright disrespectful of women
as proud individuals.
By talking to these members of
TWO I certainly had my con-
sciousness raised by the incident.
I'm glad the incident was brought
to the attention of the Trinity
community publicly for now more
people can attempt to understand
the real validity of the women's
movement. Everyone deserves
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Powerlessness: A Democratic Dilemma:
by Andy Bassford
and Abby Schwartz
To be surprised by the apathy of
the student communities is to be
naive as to the nature of the
educational system that - requires
apathy. Rather than be shocked at
apathy, we should be shocked when
students do indeed break through
lies and myths to challenge and
expose the manipulation that is
part of the socialization process
that goes on at Trinity as well as
elsewhere. Trinity students are
addressing issues such as world
hunger and the war in Southeast
Asia, but our ability to deal with
these problems effectively is
limited by our lack of control
within Trinity itself,
World hunger and the war in
Cambodia are not isolated
problems, but are inevitable
products of "imperialism"-that
system by which international
capitalism dominates the world.
As the World Food Conference in
Borne demonstrated, those who
rule the U.S. are not interested in
solving the problems of world
hunger if it requires any danger to
their profits. Underdeveloped
nations remain underdeveloped as
we rape their natural resources,
exploit their labor, and secure
.their markets for the maintenance
of corporate profits. We hear the
same tired arguments about
democracy and commitment to our
allies dragged out with regard to
Cambodia that we heard about
Vietnam, and the real reason is the
same as well-to keep Southeast
Asia ripe for American economic
dominance.
The American people are told
that U.S. policy is designed in their
interest. We are also led to
believe, from the myth about
democracy, that we participate in
these decisions. But as people see
that elections and government
policy are controlled by the rich,
the myth gives way to feelings of
powerlessness, Experiencing this
powerlessness, many retreat from
involvement in areas where it
appears to be fruitless. As power is
rarely given by the powerful to the
oppressed, a retreat from con-
frontation only helps to re-inforce
our impotence. Our frustrations,
anger, and hostility become in-
ternalized and we attempt to
'cope', rather than confront the
forces of oppression.
It is imperative that we become
aware of our own powerlessness at
Trinity if we seek to combat the
oppression of other peoples in the
world. As we encourage other
peoples to assert their power so as
to seize control over their lives, we
must ask the same from ourselves.
To- ignore the conditions of one's
own oppression is to be unable to
effectively respond to that of
others.
In the context of Trinity, op-
pression means our lack of control
over both the priorities and pur-
poses of the college, and the
processes by which they are im-
plemented. For example, not only
are we not directly involved in
decision-making procedures, but
we are not even aware of how the
decisions are actually made. On
the academic level, few depart-
ments even go through the motions
of democratic procedures or
student participation in decision-
making. Even under the best of
circumstances, such as a
democratic procedure with student
representation (and votes), the
decision reached can be
overridden by a chairperson's
veto. Where does this veto power
come from? It is a creation of those
in control of the Trinity
bureaucracy and granted to the
chairperson in the expectation that
he/she will carry out the ad-
ministration's demands.
As we struggle against those
forces that are responsible for
hunger, war, and oppression, it is
important to understand just
where we fit in. As we are lied to
about the situation in Cambodia,
we are lied to concerning our own
situation. The issue is both who has
the power to make decisions and in
whose interests those decisions are
made. The U.S.'s decisions about
military aid to Cambodia will
directly affect the lives of the
Cambodian people, and to a lesser
extent, our own lives, and yet the
decision is neither in their hands
nor m ours.
The problems of our
powerlessness, both at Trinity and
elsewhere, are intimately related
and to begin to solve one is to begin
to solve the other. The way in
which a Tinity education works is
to educate us to fit into the society
as it stands. It does not prepare us
to challenge or change a society
which produces hunger, war, and
oppression. Taking control of one's
own life and work is a necessary
precondition for acting in a free
and humane fashion, and our
voices will not be heard elsewhere










Since there is an upcoming
meeting to discuss Spring
Weekend, we'd like to suggest
some ideas that should be con-
sidered prior to the meeting. $4600
is an awful lot of money to spend in
a three day period when one
considers the limited manner in
which it is being dispersed.
As planned the theme of Spring
Weekend seems to be roclc'n'booze,
rock'n'booze, booze, etc. This
leaves many possible sources of
inexpensive intra-campus en-
tertainment untapped.
The various campus groups
should meet prior to said meeting
to discuss what their contributions
could be. The presentation of Black
and Women's culture does not have
to be limited to a • Black or a
Women's week. Student and
faculty poets, musicians, singers,
actors and dancers could all'
participate in some outdoor ac-
tivities. In this way there would be
more of Trinity in Trinity's Spring
Weekend, cultural events occuring
simultaneously, with partying and
athletic activities.
As we understand it, the greatest
expenditure involved in Spring
Weekend is the cost of three bands
and suitable lighting and electrical
equipment. In planning a night
concert, we feel that such factors
as weather arid the feasibility of
sitting on the quad should cause us
to consider the use of the field
house and the possibility of folding
chairs (which were used during the
150th anniversary's Doc Watson
Concert) as an alternative.
One of the strongest contigents in
opposition to Spring Weekend is
THAP. Although we applaud the
purpose of this organization, their
'holier than thou' attitude and their
hard-sell intimidation tactics serve
to alienate a great many students
from their cause. Despite their
shortcomings, we feel that THAP's
cause is just and some Spring
Weekend money could be allocated
to aid the starving. We also feel
that if students object to diverting
a portion of the funds to the hunger
problem, their percentage could be
returned to them, similar to the
methods ConnPirg makes refunds.
We think this is a good alternative
,as we
see it, is of the most benefit to Saga
Foods. (They pocket the dif-
ference.)
We would also like to say that our
proposed modification of Spring
Weekend does not imply a con-
demnation of the S.A.C. or M.H.-
B.O.G. or any other group. We
simply believe that the
modification of Spring Weekend
should be an all campus project as
opposed to a battleground for
warring campus factions.
Hopefully, some middle"ground
can be found between the selfish
and the self-righteous. People
should be able to have a. good time
without feeling guilty," but our
attitude should not be "eat, drink








During the last two weeks the
campus has been literally in an
uproar over the MHBOG's
proposed' Spring Weekend. Well,,
first of all, it's about time. In my
four years as a member of the MH-
BOG I cannot remember as much
student body feedback about one of
our programs prior to its hap-
pening. Everyone is yelling about
priorities, that too much money is
being spent on this or that, that the
MHBOG should not put on such a
large party for the school, and that
to take basically a $5000 loss is
inexcusable. Well, just for the sake
of those people they should be
aware that there are other students
who have opinions about a Spring
Weekend - from no weekend at all
to just one big $5000 concert on the
quad. I personally think both those
ideas are ridiculous.
As Concert Chairman of MH-
BOG, my position on Spring
Weekend is a simple one. First, I
feel that a Spring Weekend is a
great idea. Someone mentioned
that Spring Weekend was an old
hat idea that went out with the 60's
and now in the seventies other
things are more important and that
students here need to have a social
consciousness. Well, that's fine.
The funny thing is though, that
" ack in the old days of the late 60's
this campus was much more in-
volycd and outspoken against
problems of the world, even with a
Spring Weekend, that it has been
since. The apathy here in fact as
they say is so thick you can cut it
with a knife.
My feeling is that I can have a
social consciousness and still party
and have a good time. How much I
myself or anyone else helps to
alleviate the problems of the world
is a personal choice. I realize and I
think the majority of students here
knows that there is rampant
starvation throughout most of the
world and that something should
be done. Spending student ac-
tivities money is not the answer.
Each student pays $75 for a
student activities > fee which is
divided by the SAP to all student
organizations - the Tripod, • the
radio station, MHBOG and about
fifty others. If the SAC sets a policy
of giving this money away to
charity whenever someone points
out what it could be used for, there
would be no money for all these
organizations. Where do you draw;
the line?
The idea as it stands now for
Spring Weekend is' a three-day
' event with bands, a large outdoor
concert, an all-school barbecue, a
bluegrass concert, a block party on
Vernon Street and much more. It is
, my feeling,as well as that of the
majority of the MHBOG members
that most students here would like
to have such a weekend at the end
of the year when all the schoolwork
is done. However, we may be
wrong; perhaps the1 majority
would like something different,
maybe no weekend, maybe one
concert, or other alternatives.
Well, the MHBOG is only in-
terested ,in putting on what will
satisfy the greatest number of
students and hopefully, the whole
student body. How are we to know
what you want unless you tell us?
Come to. the all-school meeting
tomorrow night in the Washington
Room and voice your opinion. This
is your money, and your school and
the MHBOG is your social board.







I was happy to see your concise
reply regarding religious holiday
scheduling in the Trinity calendar,
but I was somewhat disillusioned
when I read the content of that
reply.
I take particular exception to
your statement that "Religious
holidays such as Good Friday have
achieved a certain secular stan-
ding as 'time off from work'." My
goodness! If that is truly the
reason for posting Good Friday in
the Trinity calendar then I ear-
nestly suggest that you include
Washington's Birthday, Lincoln's
Birthday, and Veteran's Day in the
calendar as well... Don't they meet
your criteria?
After considering this point, can





Trinity College Hillel would like
to (hank the many people who have
graciously contributed more than
$200 to our fund raising campaign!
We hope students will continue to
contribute to the United Jewish
Appeal-Israel Emergency Fund,
Donations and/or pledges should
be sent to Hillel, box 1229. Proceeds
from our poster sale in Mather Hall
at lunchtime on Tues., Wed., and
Thurs. will also go to UJA-IEF.
Sincerely,
The Hillel Executive Board
"Mortified!1
Dear Editor-person, .
I is mortified! All of us is mor-
tified! How could you disgrace,
degenerate and generally do what
you done to de image o' Mowses n'
rodents in general like you did on
page seven o' de Tripoli? (See
enclosed cut-out.) Wis NOT
molesters. We ain't even related to
moles! (Although I does have an
Aunt Esters.)
We de undersigned potest dis
unfair portrayal o' de rodent
population: Rodents everywhere
potest! Anybody who done such a
thing to de image o' us harmless
but slightly whacked-out mowses
has gotta be a rat!
Dis potest is witnessed by all o
de undersigned mowses who
agrees wif me (plus de ones who
don't agees wif me but just wanna
get dere names in de paper)...
Hannibal J.Mowse
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Announcements
Women Softball India Film
There will be a brief meeting for
all women interested in playing
intramural Softball on Wednesday,
Mar. 19 at 4:15 p.m. in the Tansil
Sports Room at the Ferris
Athletics Center. Bring your
friends.
Volleyball
Women interested in possibly
establishing an intercollegiate
volleyball team are playing in Unit
D at Ferris on Monday (2:30-3:30),
Tuesday and Thursday (5:30-6:30).
Any women interested are invited
to join us this week.
Health System
Jim Pustell and Jackie Quirk of
the Northampton -Community
Health Care Project will speak on
"The American Health System: Its
Problems and Alternatives" on
Wednesday, Mar. 19, 7:30 p.m., in
Life Sciences Auditorium.
History
The History Department will
hold a special meeting for all
majors or prospective majors in
the freshman, sophomore, and
junior classes on Wednesday,
March 19, at 4:15 p.m. in McCook
Auditorium. Professor Borden
Painter, Chairman, and other
History faculty will review the
present major requirements,
discuss courses for next year, and
announce a new, optional major
program open to majors in the
class of 1977. . ;.;. .
Engineering
There will be a meeting of
students interested in Engineering
and Computing majors on Thur-
sday, April 10, at 4 p.m. in Room
103 Hallden Lab. The purpose of
I s meeting is to describe course
changes and program op-
portunities. All student considering
undertaking studies in computing
or engineering are urged to attend.
Israel Film
On Wednesday night Hillel will
present "America, I Love You", an
Israeli film on American Jewry.
Free! 9 p.m. at the Hillel House.
All welcome.
Hillel Meeting
Tired of living in the dorms?
Tired of Saga food? Tired of Hillel
activities you're not interested in?
Now's your chance to learn about
living in the Hillel House, keeping
Kosher, and to put in your two
cents on the kinds of Jewish ac-
tivities you'd like to see. Come to
Hillel's "emergency" meeting
Thursday night at 9:00 in Wean
Lounge. Listen to our alternatives;
giveusyour suggestions. If nothing
else, lend us your, moral and
physical support-without you,
there will be no Jewish group on
campus next year. Please come.
All, welcome!!
The T R I P O D is published weekly
on Tuesdays during the academic
Veai- except vacations by the students
of Trinity college. The newspaper is
wr'tten and edited entirely by the
"Went staff. The editor reserves the
ngntto edit all materials submitted.
™e T R I P O D is printed by the
palmer Journal Register, Palmer,
! " a « . Student subscriptions are
'"eluded in the student activities fee;
"ner subscriptions are $10.00 per
. Second class postage paid at
tford, Connecticut, under the Act
°' March 3, 1879. Advertising rates
are $1.50 per column inch; $120 per
e. Deadline for advertisements,
* * e " a s a" announcements, letters
y articles is 5 p.m. the Friday
Preceding publication. Copy con-
sidered objectionable by the editorial
"••"•« w m n o t b e a c c e p t e a A n .
ouncements and news releases from
"« College and surrounding com-
™nity are printed at the discretion
ot 'he editor. j
Film show in benefit of schools in
India. Satyajit Ray's "Kan-
chenjungha" (in color, with
English subtitles) on Saturday,
March 22, 1975, at the Edward W.
Morley School, 77 Bretton Road,
West Hartford. Also documentary
on 'Taj Mahal'. Two shows, 5:30 &
7:30 P.M. Indian Snacks on Sale (5-
5:30 P.M., 7:30-8:30 P.M.). For
more information call: 233-1410 or
623-7354.
Asian Dinner
The Asian dinner sponsored by
Trinity's Association of Oriental
students has been moved to the
new dining room of Mather
Campus Center at the new time of
7:30. A donation will still be asked
at the door for those who have
signed up. Students who have not
signed up but are still interested
must contact a T.A.O. member
before the day of the dinner. Those
students who have Saga meal plans
are asked to have their meal
tickets punched out for that meal
before 4 o'clock today in the Saga
office.
Miss Hartford
Entries are now being accepted
for the Miss Greater Hartford
Scholarship Pageant, the official
local preliminary to the Miss
Connecticut and Miss America
pageants. The pageant will be held
in April. The exact date will be
announced later. '
To be eligible, one>must -be a
female U.S. citizen between the
ages ..of 2.17 and 28, have never
married, be a high school graduate
by September 1, 1975, and be a
resident of Hartford, East Hart-
ford, West Hartford, Farmington,
Simsbury, Avon, Canton, Union-
ville, Windsor, Wethersfield,
Bloomfield, Rocky Hill or
Glastonbury.
The winner of this pageant will
compete in the Miss Connecticut
Scholarship Pageant to be held in
Waterbury on June 27 and 28 for .
scholarships from $250. to over
$1000. The young woman crowned
Miss Connecticut will then go on to
Atlantic City for a possible $15,000
in scholarships.
Persons interested can pick up
applications at the Hartford Elaine
Powers Figure Salon, 243 Far-
mington Avenue, Hartford; the
East Hartford Elaine Powers
Figure Salon, 700 Burnside
Avenue, East Hartford; and
"Convention Models" Placement
Agency, 410 Asylum Street
(Penthouse), Hartford.
Teaching Term
Juniors, seniors, and graduate
students who are interested in
student teaching assignments
during the Christmas Term 1975 or
the Trinity Term 1976 are
requested to contact Dr. Richard
Shipe in McCook 208 or Mrs. Mona
Rabineau in McCook 210 as soon as
possible. Placement in positions of




counselor for students in-
terested in Christian Science,
welcomes calls for assistance,
249-2595. Next campus visit,
April 3, Library, 5:30-7 p.m.
N.SE. Women
Conference
The Region 6 (Northeast)
Conference of Women in Com-
munications, Inc. will be held at
the Hartford Hilton Hotel, 10 Ford
St., April 4-6. The official theme of
the meeting is "Media Women's
Image: Progress and Prospects."
Workshops, speakers and panels of
experts will examine the image of
women as portrayed through the
media, the role of the professional
communicator in establishing or
changing the image, the status of
media women as professionals,
opportunities and forecasts.
Registration for the conference,
which is open to WICI members
and non-members, will be held
from 5-9 p.m. Friday-, April 4, The
film "Women's Place," will be
shown that evening, and there will
be a visit to the home of author
Harriet Beecher Stowe and a
reception in the adjoining Day
House at Nook Farm, Farmington
Avenue, Hartford.
On Saturday, April 5, the theme
will be,examined at a 9:15 a.m.
address by Joy Simonson,
president of the International
Association of Commissions on the
Status of Women, and by JoAnn
Albers, national WICI president
and environmental reporter for the
Cincinnati Enquirer.
At the 12:30p.m. lunch Saturday,




There will be a 2 p.m. panel
discussion to include Alma
Graham, executive editor,
American Heritage'Dictionary
Division, and chief writer of
McGraw-Hill's Guidelines for
Equal Treatment of the Sexes;
Mary Jean Parson, associate
director of employe relations for
ABC-TV; Jackie Ball, editor of
Read Magazine for Xerox
Educational Publications; and
Naomi Foner, producer of the





and the law, insurance, and taxes.
Lenore Hershey, senior editor of
Ladies Home Journal, will be the
guest speaker at dinner at 6:30
p.m. Saturday.
There will be a $19 registration
fee for all seminars, workshops
and meetings, with student
charged $10. Saturday breakfast,
lunch and dinner will be $18.50.
Options are available for Saturday
lunch alone, or dinner alone. The
Matrix luncheon Sunday, April 6,
will be $10.50 for members and
$12.50 for non-members. Reser-
vations must be made by March 25.
Those, wishing further in-
formation about reservations
should contact Frances Gordon, 4
Brighton Rd., West Hartford,
Conn. 06117, Tel. (203) 523-0320.
Civil Service
The United States Civil Service







Send now for latest catalog. En-






Our research service is sold
for research assistance only.
500 GOLD LINED
RETURN ADDRESS LABELS
Quick and easy way !o put your Najne and Return
address on loners, books, records, ntc. Any Name,
Address and Zip Cooo up to 4 Unas beautifully pnnlad
witb largo Gold Strip 500 labels only $2.M.
ClarencsWilder, 42051 Partwood St, Fremont. Ca 91536
nominate two candidates for a
summer Federal internship with
the Commission. The position is in
the Civil Service Commission,
Bureau of Retirement, Insurance,
and Occupational Health,
Legislative and Policy Division.
They are seeking an English major
who has completed at least the
sophomore year and will be
returning to school either as an
undergraduate or graduate student
next fall. Students must rank in the
top third of their class. The duties
would include reviewing and
summarizing statistical, financial
or legislative reports and
preparing summaries of findings,
plus a variety of other writing
duties. The salary range for the ten
weeks will be from $146 to $297.60
per week. Nominees must be
citizens of the United States.
Students who are interested in
being nominated by Trinity for this,
position should contact Mrs.
Bobbins in the Career Counseling
Office before leaving for spring
vacation, since nominations must




summer session will run June 14-
July 21 this summer. The six-year-
old program will offer courses in
Etruscan and Roman Art and
Archaeology; The Art of Rome (c.
1500-1700); Ethnography of Italy;
Painting, Drawing and Design;
and Intensive Introductory, In-
termediate and Advanced Italian.
A student may earn six tran-
sferable semester hours credit for
two courses. By special
arrangement, some courses "Way
be taken for graduate credit.
Courses are taught in English
except for those in Italian language
and literature.
The campus is situated on the
Aventine; one of the original seven
hills of Rome, and overlooks the
Tiber and the Circus Maximus.
Living quarters are dormitory
style, in a renovated convent
surrounded by parks and public
gardens. Accommodations are
mostly double occupancy with
private baths.
Nearby may be found open air
opera performances, the pic-
turesque flea market, small shops,
ancient basilicas, the Colosseum
and the Forum.
The cost of the program will be
$895 which includes tuition for tWo
courses, all books and materials,
full room and board, a four-day
excursion to Florence and Siena;
three half-day tours in the environs
of Rome, free entrances to all state
monuments, museums and
galleries. Airtravel arrange*
arrangements, either on a group or
individual plan, can be arranged
through the program director.
For further information, con-
tact: Dr. Michael v R. Campo,
Director, Trinity College/ Rome
Campus, 300 Summit Street,
Hartford, Ct. 06106, Tel. (203) 527-
3151 Ext. 221. Deadline for ap-
plications is April 10.
Lectures
Fusion Energy
Melvin Gottlieb, Director of the
Plasma Physics Laboratory at
Princeton University, will speak on
"The Problems and Promises of
Fusion Energy" in McCook
Auditorium on Thursday, March 20
at 4:15. His lecture will be on a
general level for non-scientists.
Gottlieb, who has headed the
Princeton laboratory since 1961, is
one of the nation's experts in the
field of fusion. Fusion is considered
by many to be the best long-term
solution to the world energy crisis.
The Physics Department, which
is sponsoring Gottlieb's talk, will
also hold a symposium on nuclear
fission reactors on April 11 and 12.
UHart Lecture
The University of Hartford is
giving the annual Alexander and'
Carolyn Kller Memorial Lectures
on March 19-20. The lecturer will
be Dr. Alvin F. Poussaint,
Assistant Dean of the Harvard
Medical School, well known
psychiatrist and expert on black
history. Dr. Poussaint was a Kelier
Lecturer in 1968.
His subject will be "The United .
States on the Eve of the Bicen-
tennial". His two public lectures ,
will be at 8:30 p.m. in the Gengras
Student Union. In addition, he will
meet with students in the daytime.
Puerto Rico
Georgina Lopez, exchange
student from the University of
Puerto Rico, will give an informal
talk and answer questions on
studying at the University. All
students, particularly those who
may be interested in study abroad
programs, are cordially invited.
The talk will be held in the Faculty
Lounge (Hamlin) on Wednesday,
March 19, at 7:15 P.M. Rffresh-
ments will be served.
Students, 6% off.
If you got to go to college, you get
6% more oil than your parents gel oil.
What you do is, you come into
The Calculator Shop between 2 and
5:30 p.m. Monday or Wednesday,
Thursday night from 5:30 to 9. or
any time Saturday, and show us your
I.D.
We'll give you an extra 6% off
anything in Ihe store — including
the two Corvus calculators we
already have on sale.
Ore is the 415. with twice Ihe
calculating capability of standard
models.
And the other is Ihe 411 Slide
Rule model, with Direct Access
Memory, single-key Store and Recall
and scientific notation.
Both are reliable, and accurate,
and superquick. And both come with
a secrel ingredient: The Calculator
Shops. That means you get lots ol
good advice, great service and the
lowest prices in New England.
Lower, even, than your parents get.
Corvus 415, reg. low price, $59.95;
your parents' price $49.95
Student price only
$46.95
Corvus 411, reg. low price, $69.95'
your parents' price, $59.95
Student price, only
$56.35
(Offer good through March 31,1975)
BnnkAnisricardT Matterclwarge?
Fine with us.




Open Mon. — Sat.
9AM to 5:30PM
Thurs. 9AM to 9PM
For premium pricing call R. Stoddard (617) 782-1500.
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Student-Athlete Investigated
Sports Recruiting at Trinity
by Mike Brown
Trinity College Athletic
Department, stifled as it is under a
policy which states that the college
may offer no direct financial
assistance in the form of athletic
scholarships to prospective
secondary school candidates, has a
difficult task indeed of attracting
qualified student-athletes to the
campus. In competition with more
financially well-endowed in-
stitutions such as some Ivy League
schools, Trinity's offers of ad-
mission to prospective athletes are
often relegated to a lower level of
preference due to promises of
scholarship-aid from other schools.
This factor in itself provides
enough reason to assume that the
Athletic Department has its due
share of headaches since most
coaches wish to promulgate suc-
cessfully competitive teams. The
queston which must be asked is
just what Trinity coaches may do
to relieve their headaches from the
recruitment problem. Certainly
taking two aspirin before bedtime
is no alternative.
One who holds the recruitment of
athletes at Trinity in some degree
of suspect might immediately
assume that there exists an un-
derhanded or "under the table"
type of scholarship-aid to athletes
entering as freshmen. In fact, one
might believe that grants of
"athletic scholarships" do tran-
spire, but of course under the in-
conspicuous and insidious ter-
minology of "financial aid."
Similar beliefs as these have
recently prompted individuals in
the college community to in-
vestigate the policy of awarding
financial aid.
Members of Trinity College
Council (TCC), an association
composed of parents of Trinity
students, administrative per-
sonnel, faculty, and elected student
representatives, recently raised
such questions as whether the
Athletic Department extends
promises of financial assistance to
potential student-athletes. In
response to TCC's invitations to
appear before its March 12
meeting, Ms. Eleanor Reid,
Trinity Hosting
Race Walk
Race Walking will come to the
Hartford area for the first time in
several decades on March 29 when
Trinity will host the long-time
Olympic event in the Trinity Field
House. This event will draw men
&.rid" women athletes from the
entire eastern part of the U.S. to
compete in three races: an open
race, the Connecticut AA U
Championship, and the Region l
Championship for women. The
distance of all races is 5 kilometers
(3.1 miles).
Bantam Cross Country Coach
Howard Barnes, who is also the
Connecticut Race Walking
Chairman, urges the Trinity
community to participate in the
event either as a spectator or as a
competitor. Athletes can obtain
entry forms in the Athletic Office
at the Ferris Center. Barnes also
noted that he would like some help
coaching in this event and he works
out at the Field House almost
every evening around six o'clock.
Director of Financial Aid, and Mr.
Donald Miller of the Athletic
Department, presented their
respective explanations of the
procedure for gaining financial
assistance at Trinity, and the
Athletic Department's role in that
process.
Ms. Reid distributed to the TCC
members present the "In-
formation of Financial Aid"
brochure for the current year, in
addition to award notices. She then
went on to describe the financial
aid procedure as emanating from
the Parent's Confidential
Statement CPCC) of income and
other related assets and liabilities.
All parents of applicants for
financial assistance at Trinity
must complete PCC forms, as any
and every grant from the college is
based upon a computation of how
much a family can contribute
toward tuition. A student's need for
college funding results from this
computation. Ms. Reid further
explained that the PCC forms were
to be verified by a copy of the In-
ternal Revenue Service's
statement of income. A particular
student's need is altered from year
to year according to parent's
ability to contribute toward tuition
(as appears in successive PCC
forms verified by IRS statements),
sicknesses or deaths in the family
which might alter income and
liabilities, and other factors
relevant to changes in the family's
financial situation.
Mr. Donald Miller began his
presentation before the TCC by
summarizing the screening
process in which prospective
(football) student-athletes are
evaluated according to athletic
abilities. Mr. Miller stated that
when an interested candidate
related his intention to pursue
athletics at Trinity to a member of
the Athletic Department's staff,
the candidate was immediately
instructed to complete application
for admission forms, and if
financial assistance was an im-
portant consideration, the person
was also told to have parents
complete PCC forms. If a
prospective athlete showed further
interest in attending Trinity, films
of that person's athletic per-
formances were obtained by the
Athletic Department, and an
evaluation-grade of the can-
didate's athletic abilities was
forwarded to the Adrfiission Office
as partial evidence of the ap-
plicant's potential contribution to
the college community. As to an
individual's further requests for
financial assistance, Miller stated
that the person was again asked to
have PCC forms completed, as any
grant of aid emanated from a
computation of the financial status
of the family. ^ ^
Regarding possibly extant
"athletic scholarships," it may
only be concluded that no such
category exists at Trinity, nor is it
prevalent at any of the other
colleges with whom Trinity has
formed an athletic association. All
applicants to the college are
judged on the basis of personal
merits, and athletic abilities exert
only partial influence upon "a
candidate's gaining admission.
Once reported, applicants for
financial assistance may receive
aid only if parents are deemed
unable to meet full or partial
tuition obligations. This being the
case, one continues to wonder how
athletes are attracted to Trinity.
Athletic Director Karl Kurth
simply explained the situation as a
case of a competent student-
athlete's true interest in pursuing
sports in a high-quality academic
environment. "The athlete who
ends up coming to Trinity," says
Kurth, "has an unbelievable
determination to participate in
sports for the enjoyment and
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